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1 Introduction

This document is the Final Technical Report for a NASA-funded, Phase II, Small Business

Innovation Research (SBIR) contract (contract number NAS 1-19304). The work described in

this report was carried out by the Research Division of Schwartz Electro-Optics (SEt), located

in Concord, Massachusetts. The report covers the entire period of performance for the Phase II

contract, which began on 10 April 1991 and ended on 17 December 1993. This contract was the

continuation of the work that began in Phase I under contract number NAS 1-19003.

The goal of this SBIR project was to develop two types of pump lasers optimized for use in

a Ti:A1203 lidar system: 1) a diode-laser-pumped, continuous-wave (cw), green laser for the

lidar master oscillator, and 2) a diode-laser-pumped, high-energy, pulsed, green laser with a

100-ns pulsewidth (nominal) for the lidar slave oscillator. These are the pump lasers needed for

the single-frequency, high-energy, Ti:AI203 lidar transmitter technology that is being developed

by NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) [1]. The Phase I project succeeded in accurately

defining the specific pump laser requirements and in beginning the design work on these two

lasers. The Phase II project succeeded in demonstrating prototype lasers, in our research labora-

tory, that provide the required laser output characteristics for both the cw and the pulsed pump

lasers.

In keeping with one of the overall SBIR program objectives, SEt intends to continue the

development of these lasers beyond the now completed Phase II contract, and to ultimately pro-

duce commercial lasers either as scientific laser products or as components of more sophisticated

laser systems such as differential absorption lidar (DIAL) systems.

The remainder of the report is organized as follows. The most significant technical results

of the Phase II research effort are stated in summary form in Section 2 along with comments

regarding future plans for this technology. Section 3 gives the background information that is

necessary to understand the basis for and the significance of the technology developed in this

SBIR project. Sections 4 through 7 review information that was in the Phase II proposal to pro-

vide the reader with the background information necessary to evaluate the success of the Phase II

work in the context of the original proposal. Sections 8 and 9 contain the details of the theoretical

and experimental work that was carried out to meet the technical objectives of the Phase II con-

tract. Section 10 summarizes the technical results and states our conclusions and plans for future

work. The references for the entire document are listed in Section 11. A list of acronyms and

abbreviations is provided in Section 12. Appendices that contain additional technical data follow

in Sections 13 and 14.

2 Executive Summary

As stated above, this project involved the development of two very different lasers,

namely, the two pump lasers needed to make a Ti:A1203 lidar-transmitter design practical on

space-based platforms: 1) a pump for the Ti:A1203 master oscillator and, 2) a pump for the



Ti:AL_O3slaveoscillator. Thetechnicalreasonsfor thiswork aredescribedverybriefly below.
For a complete description of the lidar transmitter design, and the design philosophy that it is
based on, see Ref. 1 and Ref. 2.

Technical Goals

The overall goal of the master-oscillator, pump-laser effort was to produce an all-solid-

state, single-frequency, broadly tunable, cw, Ti:Al203 laser with enough output power to reliably

injection seed a high-energy, gain-switched, Ti:Al203, unstable-resonator oscillator. The overall

goal of the slave-oscillator pump-laser effort was to produce an all-solid-state, pulsed laser with

a nominal 100-ns pulsewidth. This is in constrast to the typical pulsewidths for conventionally
Q-switched, frequency-doubled, Nd lasers, which are on the order of l0 ns. The factor of ten

greater pulsewidth can significantly reduce the likelihood of optical damage in the Ti:A1203 slave

oscillator, increasing the system reliability. The results of the master-oscillator effort are sum-

marized below, followed by a summary of the slave-oscillator work.

Master-Oscillator Pump Laser

The master oscillator is a critical subsystem of the lidar transmitter design. The master

oscillator, via the well-known injection-seeding mechanism, constrains the high-energy, slave

oscillator to operation on a single-longitudinal-mode, hence allowing the final output of the

Ti:A1203 lidar transmitter to be both near-diffraction-limited in spatial beam quality and near-

transform-limited in terms of spectral linewidth. This optimum performance level is required for

long-range, DIAL, remote-sensing applications. Furthermore, if the lidar system is to be

space-based, all of the lasers used in the system must be solid state lasers in order to meet the

requirements of reliability, compactness, efficiency and operational lifetime.

The earlier laboratory-development work on the Ti:AI203 master oscillator that was carried

out at SEO relied on At-ion lasers as the optical pump source. While the Ar-ion laser is exten-

sively used in laboratory environments throughout the world, it is an extremely inefficient laser

system. In practice this means these lasers are large in size, require high capacity cooling (for

the laser head and the power supplies) and consume a great deal of electrical power. These prob-

lems absolutely preclude their use in space-based lidar systems. Hence, one goal of this project

was to develop a very compact, efficient "replacement" for the At-ion laser. The new laser

would have to produce a near-diffraction-limited, cw output beam in the blue-green region of the

spectrum where the Ti:A1203 absorption is strong.

It was clear at the outset of the Phase I project that the solution would be a diode-laser-

pumped, cw, Nd-laser operating at a fundamental wavelength of 1 micron and subsequently fre-

quency doubled to produce a green pump beam. Diode-laser-pumping of Nd-lasers was, in fact,

already a rapidly advancing technology area at that time. The challenge for this work was to

identify a specific laser design that would meet the specific requirement of our Ti:AI,O3 master

oscillator and carry out experiments to demonstrate "reduction to practice". This involved selec-

tion of a crystal host for the Nd ion; selection of a pumping geometry (tranverse vs. longitudi-



nal); selectionof amounting/coolinggeometryfor thegainmedium;selectionof asecond
harmonicgeneration(SHG)crystal;selectionof a resonatordesignto accomodateall these
components;and,thedesignandtestingof all of theopticalandopto-mechanicalhardwarenec-
essaryfor thefinal all-solid-state,master-oscillatordemostrationat theendof theprogram.

The detailsof theexperimentaleffort for thecw laseraregivenin Section8. The impor-
tantresultsaresummarizedhere.

Thefinal designarrivedat for thecw laserwasalongitudinally-pumped,Nd:YLF laserin
astanding-waveresonatorwith intracavitySHG. ThebestresultswereobtainedusingLBO as
theSHGcrystal. We obtainedgreaterthan900mW of cw outputpowerat 523.5nmwith 10W
of diode-laserpumppowerdeliveredto theNd:YLF crystal(12W totaloutputfrom thediode-
laseractivearea).We usedthis outputto pumpacw, single-frequency,Ti:A1203,ring laser. We
obtainedup to 16.5mW of single-frequency,cw outputpowerfrom theTi:AI_O3laser. The
outputwastunableovera 120-nmwavelengthregionfrom 788 to 908nm,which waslimited on
theshort-wavelengthendby themirror coatings. (With a "short-band"mirror the laserwould
havetuneddownto about700 nm). Thisexperimentdemonstratesfor thefirst time, to our
knowledge,anall-solid-state,singlefrequency,Ti:AlzO3laserwith sufficientoutputpowerto
injectionseedahigh-energyoscillatorovera200-nmbandwidth.
Slave-Oscillator Pump Laser

As stated at the beginning of this section, the purpose of the slave-oscillator-pump-laser

work was to develop a pulsed, green laser with pulsewidths significantly longer than those pro-

duced by conventionally Q-switched, frequency-doubled, Nd lasers. The goal was to increase

the reliability of the Ti:A1203 slave oscillator by allowing a greater margin with respect to optical

damage limits. The optimum pulsewidth for the gain-switched, unstable-resonator oscillator that

is the slave oscillator in our lidar transmitter design [1,2] is on the order of 100 ns.

As with the master-oscillator pump, it is essential in space-based systems to employ diode-

laser pumping. Therefore, on this project we worked on the development of both diode-laser-

pumped oscillator designs and opto-electronics capable of controlling the dynamics of a

Q-switched, Nd oscillator.

The details of the diode-laser-pumped oscillator design work are presented in Sections 9.1

through 9.3. The details of the pulsewidth-control work are given in Section 9.4. A summary of

the results is given in the following paragraphs.

In the course of the diode-laser-pumped work we designed, fabricated, and tested two

pump head configurations: a radial side-pumped head and a linear side-pumped head. Nd:YAG

in a rod geometry was selected as the gain medium for the reasons given in Section 6. The radial

and linear heads were evaluated in terms of gain distribution, normal-mode and Q-switched oper-

ation. We obtained up to 90 mJ of output energy from the radial head in normal-mode operation



and 40 mJ with "conventional" Q-switching (low-order, multi-transverse-mode). The total

diode-laser pump energy was 350 m J, hence the overall optical conversion efficiency was 26%

for normal-mode operation and 11% for Q-switched operation.

The actively-controlled Q-switching (ACQS) effort was carried out using a flashlamp-

pumped, Nd:YAG test bed. This was to allow maximum flexibility in the ACQS effort and to

allow the diode-laser-pumped work to go on in parallel with and independent of the ACQS work.

The intent was to integrate the ACQS hardware into the diode-laser-pumped oscillator at the end

of the ACQS effort. We were not able to carry out this integration step within the time frame of

the Phase II program. This is the next logical step in the development effort, which could be

carried out in a Phase III effort at SEO or by NASA researchers.

The ACQS experiments succeeded in demonstrating pulse-stretching in a Q-switched

Nd:YAG oscillator. We obtained greater than 50-mJ pulse energies in pulses with 100- to

200-ns pulsewidths (FWHM). This is suitable for use in a Nd:YAG amplifier chain for the gen-

eration of Joule-level output energies that are subsequently converted to the green region via
SHG.

To summarize, the program succeeded in demonstrating, in laboratory laser experiments,

the technical goals of the program: 1) an all-solid-state, broadly tunable, single-frequency,

Ti:AI203 master oscillator, and 2) a technique for obtaining "long" (nominally 100- to 200-ns

FWHM) laser pulses from a Q-switched, Nd oscillator at energy levels commensurate with

straightforward amplification to the Joule level.

3 Background

Over the last few years, Ti:A1203 has emerged as a very useful and versatile solid-state

laser medium. It has a single, broad absorption band around 490 nm and has demonstrated laser

action from 660 to 1150 nm. It operates well in both cw and short-pulse oscillators provided an

appropriate optical pumping technique is available. For cw operation and for reliable, pulsed

oscillators, Ti:AI203 lasers are optically pumped by another laser. (Flashlamp pumping is possi-

ble for pulsed oscillators, however, the short lamp pulse durations necessary severely limit the

operational lifetime of the flashlamps and associated driver electronics.) The goal of this project

is to develop lasers optimized for use as Ti:A1203 pump lasers, that can be engineered for use on

a space platform. Optimizing the lasers for this application means defining the pump beam char-

acteristics needed by the Ti:A1203 lasers and designing pump lasers with those characteristics.

Furthermore, in order to meet the efficiency, reliability and lifetime requirements of space-based

systems, the pump lasers must be diode-laser pumped.

The single-frequency, high-energy, Ti:A1203, lidar transmitter currently under development

by NASA Langley Research Center [1] requires two types of pump lasers. These pump lasers

must operate in the blue-green region near the peak of the Ti 3÷absorption band. The most viable

solid state lasers in this region are neodymium (Nd) lasers operating around 1 micron that are

frequency doubled to produce laser radiation at nominally 530 nm.
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Themasteroscillatorrequiresacw (or quasi-cw)pumplaserwith anominaloutputof
1W. Thegain-switched,highenergyoscillatorrequiresapulsedpumpwith aper-pulseenergy
of about2 J to produce 1 J of Ti:A1203 output. The goal of this SBIR project is to develop pump

lasers that are optimized for these requirements.

Given the short upper-state lifetime of Ti:AI203, cw operation can only be achieved with

laser pumping. The most practical pump source for space-based, cw Ti:A1203 lasers is a diode-

laser-pumped, Nd-laser with efficient intracavity SHG. GaA1As diode-laser technology has

advanced rapidly in recent years, making the realization of an all-solid-state, cw Ti:A1203 laser

possible. On the Phase I program we generated a paper design for such a laser. On the Phase II

program we reviewed our design in the context of recent diode-laser advances and relevant

research publications on diode-laser-pumped Nd lasers. This design review led us to change our

baseline design from the transversely pumped, Nd:YAG approach described in the Phase II pro-

posal to a longitudinally pumped, Nd:YLF approach. Using this approach we developed,

through a combination of modeling and experimental testing, a prototype, cw, green laser that

produced greater than 900 mW in a near-diffraction-limited beam using a 12 W of diode-laser

pump power. Using this laboratory laser we pumped a low-threshold, cw, Ti:A1203 laser,

thereby demonstrating a major advance in Ti:A1203 laser technology: an all-solid-state, single-

frequency, cw, Ti:AlzO 3 laser with an output adequate for injection-seeding a high-energy laser

over a broad tuning range.

Pulsed operation of Ti:A1203 is generally achieved by gain-switching a Ti:AlzO3 oscillator

using a frequency-doubled, Q-switched, Nd-laser pulse. Typically the Nd lasers have output pul-

sewidths of 10-20 ns. This is good for the SHG process, which increases in efficiency quadrat-

ically with peak power (energy/pulsewidth). This pulsewidth is, however, somewhat shorter

than is required by the upper state lifetime of Ti:A1203 and by the gain-switching dynamics.

Consequendy, the short pump-pulse leads to pump-induced damage of the Ti:AI203 crystal at

unnecessarily low energy-per-pulse levels. Laser-induced, peak-power damage has been shown

to be roughly proportional to the inverse square root of the laser pulsewidth [3]. Therefore,

increasing the pump pulsewidth decreases the risk of pump-induced damage to Ti:AI203 crystals.

This allows reliable operation further above threshold in oscillators, which ultimately means

higher overall laser efficiency and greater system reliability. However, the pulsewidth must be

kept short enough to ensure single-pulse output from the gain-switched oscillator. If the pump

pulse is too long, the Ti:A1203 oscillator will produce an output pulse before the pump pulse

ends. This results in multiple-pulse output from the Ti:A1203 oscillator, which is unacceptable in

a lidar application. (A Q-switch could, in principle, be added to the Ti:A1203 resonator to effect

single-pulse operation, but this is a cumbersome and undesirable solution). The work performed

on the Phase I project identified the optimum pump pulsewidth to be nominally I00 ns. With

this defined, optimally-designed pumps for pulsed Ti:A1203 could be designed and evaluated on

the Phase II project. We did, in fact, demonstrate >50 mJ in pulses with 100- to 200-ns (FWHM)

durations.
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SEO'sinvolvementin thisrefinementof Ti:AL_O3-pump-lasertechnologyis rootedin its
pastinvolvementwith Ti:ml203 technology. SEO has been developing Ti:A1203 lasers since the

inception of the Research Division in 1985. Through funding from NASA LaRC and internal

funding SEO has significantly advanced Ti:ml203 technology for both government and commer-

cial applications. The LaRC lidar system development contract mentioned earlier [1] resulted in

the first demonstration of Ti:A1203 unstable resonators [2]; the highest (to date) single-pulse

output from Ti:A1203 (430 m J) [4,5]; and the development of a lidar transmitter design

concept [2].

SEO has taken this technology, initially developed for NASA, into the commercial market-

place using its own funds. The first commercial product was a cw, Ti:A1203 laser marketed

under the tradename, TITAN-CW. This laser has been well received in the scientific community

and over 160 units are now in the field. The performance characteristics of the TITAN-CW laser

remain unsurpassed in terms of tuning range and laser threshold.

SEO also offers a pulsed Ti:A1203 product, the TITAN-P, which employs the unstable-

resonator technology developed for the LaRC lidar application. The laser is a self-contained sys-

tem: the Ti:A1203 oscillator and its pump, a frequency-doubled, Nd:YAG laser, are integrated

into a compact laser head. The laser produces near-diffraction-limited output and is

wavelength-tunable via remote control of a prism/mirror tuning assembly.

The Ti:A1203 pump laser technology development being carried out under this SBIR pro-

gram is clearly germane to SEO's interests and demonstrated capabilites. Furthermore, in keep-

ing with the SBIR program goals, SEO intends to continue to pursue the development of these

technologies and ultimately produce commercial laser products and/or systems that employ this

technology.

In the following four sections, as a reference for the reader, we provide a review of some

of the information that in the Phase II proposal: a summary of Phase I results, the Phase II Tech-

nical Objectives, the Phase II Work Plan and the Phase II Statement of Work.

4 Review of Phase I Technical Objectives and Results

The goal of this project, which was defined in the original Phase I proposal, was to

develop two types of Ti:Al203 pum p lasers: 1) a cw (or quasi-cw) pump laser for use with a

single-frequency, master oscillator, and 2) a pulsed pump laser for use with gain-switched oscil-

lators and amplifiers. These are the pump lasers needed for the single-frequency, high-energy,

Ti:Al203 lidar transmitter technology that is being developed by NASA LaRC [ 1]. In a

space-based lidar system, both of these pump lasers would, in turn, be optically-pumped by

diode lasers to achieve the necessary efficiency and operational lifetime.

In order to develop pump lasers optimized for this application, it was necessary first to

define the pump requirements. For the cw pump laser the power and beam quality are important.
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Forthequasi-cwalternativethequasi-cwpulsewidthneededto reachsteady-statein theTi:AI203
masteroscillatoris alsoimportant. Forthepulsedpumplaserthe importantparametersarepul-
sewidth,pulseenergyandspatialbeamquality.

On thePhaseI projectwewereableto betterdefinethecw pumplaserrequirements.We
demonstratedin PhaseI experimentsthatcw, Ti:A1203oscillatorscanbemadewith thresholdsas
low as90 mW. This meansthat 1W of cw pumppoweris enoughto providea reliable
injection-seedingsourcefor the lidar-systemapplication.We alsodevelopedapaperdesignfor
a 1W, diode-laser-pumped,frequency-doubledneodymium(Nd) laser.

In addition,on thePhaseI projectweexperimentallyevaluatedtwo typesof pulsedpump
lasers:a stable-relaxation-oscillation-laser(SROL),andaconventionallyQ-switchedoscilla-
tor/amplifier system.Both laserswereoperatedat the 1-Jlevel andsomesecondharmonicgen-
erationexperimentswerecarriedout aswell. In addition,we usedalaser-rate-equationmodelto
moreaccuratelydefinetheoptimumpulsewidthfor gain-switchedTi:A1203lasers.The
laser-rate-equationanalysisledusto reviseourdefinition of anoptimumpulsewidth. In the
PhaseI proposalwe assumedthatthe idealpulsewidthwouldbebetween200and500ns. How-

ever, in the Phase-I modeling work we showed that pulsewidths of about 100 ns are best when

single-pulse, gain-switched output from the Ti:Al20s oscillator is needed. This means that either

the SROL, or some type of Q-switching approach can be used for the pulsed pump laser.

In summary, the Phase I project was very productive. The pump laser requirements were

more accurately defined by experimental and theoretical analysis of the Ti:A1203 lasers used in

our lidar system design. With this accomplished, we were able to proceed with a meaningful

Phase II program in which we succeeded in demonstrating significant advances for both pump

laser requirements.

5 Phase II Technical Objectives

The following paragraphs (italicized) are excerpted directly from Section 3.1 of the

Phase II proposal as a reference for the reader. We adhered to these objectives throughout the

Phase II project and we succeeded in demonstrating working laboratory lasers for both the cw

and the pulsed pump laser requirements. With some additional engineering work we believe that

the research-level, laboratory hardware produced in this project can be made into practical and

useful commercial hardware. Furthermore, with appropriate environmental hardening these

lasers could become components of space-based laser systems.

The overall technical objective of this SBIR project is to develop pump lasers for both cw

and pulsed Ti:AI20_ oscillators. On the Phase I program we were able to better define the pump

requirements of the Ti:AI203 lasers that make up the lidar transmitter. In addition, we began the

process of designing appropriate pump lasers. With these performance requirements defined,

the Phase Il program will continue the development of laser hardware with an emphasis on the
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design and construction of diode-laser-pumped lasers. With diode-laser-pumping of the Nd-

lasers, the Ti:AI20_ laser becomes an all-solid-state system. With this in mind, the Phase H

objectives will be as follows:

1. To complete the design work on the l-W, diode-laser-pumped, cw, frequency-

doubled, Nd-laser that was begun on Phase I.

2. To construct and test a breadboard prototype of the l-W, cw green laser,

including integration with a cw, single-frequency, Ti:AI203 oscillator.

3. To design a diode-laser-pumped, Q-switched, Nd-laser that produces the

desired l O0-ns pulsewidth at a pulse energy that is amenable to amplification to
the 2-J level

4. To construct and test a breadboard prototype of the diode-laser-pumped,

lO0-ns, Q-switched pump laser.

To summarize, the experimental goal of Phase II is to build two working prototypes: 1) an

all-solid-state, Ti:Al20j master oscillator for a Iidar transmitter and 2) a diode-laser-pumped,

pulsed laser that would be the oscillator portion of a high-energy, pulsed pump for the slave
oscillator in a lidar transmitter.

All four of these objectives were met during the Phase II contract. Furthermore, SEO has

already obtained funding to continue work in both of the technology areas that were developed

on Phase II. The cw laser work will be continued in a Phase HI level project that is jointly

funded by SEO and another non-government sponsor. The ACQS work will continue under a

U.S. Air Force-funded project where the ACQS will be further refined and applied to a different

solid state laser system, Ho:YLF operating at 2 microns.

6 Phase II Work Plan

In the preceding section the four specific technical objectives defined in the Phase II pro-

posal were listed. In this section we list the tasks that were defined in the Phase II proposal as a

means of meeting those objectives and describe the changes that we made to the work plan in the

actual execution of the Phase II contract effort. The task headings are listed exactly as they

appeared in the Phase II proposal, with comments regarding the actual work carried out and any

changes made in the course of the project. This section will provide the reader with a succinct

review of the work that was done on the Phase II contract in a manner that also shows how the

research effort evolved and led to some significant changes in the experimental plans. Note the

tasks are divided into four groups corresponding to the four objectives listed previously.



Task la: Design and construction of a gain module for use in a modified Nd:YAG ring laser

We carried out a design review of the "baseline approach" for the diode-laser-pumped, cw

green laser that was defined in our Phase II proposal, namely a transversely pumped, Nd:YAG

laser with intracavity SHG. As a result of this review we became convinced that a longitudinally

pumped approach would be most likely to provide the compact and efficient performance that we

were seeking. This was primarily due to advances in cw, diode-laser technology and, in particu-

lar, some new results reported for microlens arrays used in conjunction with the relatively new,

1-cm, "diode bars" [6].

An additional conclusion of the design review was that we would be likely to benefit from

the inherent thermo-optic properties of Nd:YLF as the gain medium. The uniaxial Nd:YLF crys-

tai, when properly oriented, provides an inherent immunity to the radially symmetric, thermally-

induced birefringence that leads to depolarization in isotropic crystal hosts such as Nd:YAG.

The 1047-nm (n-polarized) laser transition in Nd:YLF has a stimulated emission cross section

(or) that is on the order of that for the 1064-nm, Nd:YAG transition and has nominally a factor of

two greater upper state lifetime ('c). Hence, its cw figure of merit (_rox) is commensurate with

that for Nd:YAG and it offers superior thermo-optic properties. The ability of Nd:YLF to main-

tain a highly linear polarization state leads to a significant overall advantage in this application

since the intracavity SHG process requires a "pure" polarization state.

Task lb: Gain-module design-verification experiments

Since the design discussed above led to a significant change in the "baseline approach", the

work planned in this task area was no longer relevant. Therefore, instead of doing gain measure-

ments on transversely pumped gain modules, we developed a design for the Nd:YLF gain mod-

ule that would integrate with the diode-laser bar/microlens array optics assembly, while still

providing adequate cooling and a stress-free mechanical mount for the Nd:YLF crystal.

Task lc: Experimental evaluation of SHG with type I KNb03

A further result of the cw-laser design review was to eliminate KNbO3 as a candidate SHG

crystal. There was already adequate data indicating that the intrinsic absorption of the material at

both the fundamental and the second harmonic wavelengths, combined with its high sensitivity

to temperature, would preclude efficient operation in a practical configuration.

The primary SHG crystals chosen in the course of the Phase II anaysis were potassium tita-

nyl phosphate (KTP) and lithium triborate (LBO). For 1047-nm SHG, in the Type II configura-

tion, KTP has high nonlinearity, broad angular acceptance and a wide temperature bandwidth. It

is, however, biaxial, which leads to an inherent difficulty in maintaining linear polarization when

used as an intracavity element. This was dealt with by temperature tuning the crystal to maintain

full-wave phase retardation at the fundamental wavelength (see Section 8.4.2 for details). LBO

provides the most favorable conditions for 1047-nm SHG in the Type I NCPM configuration. In
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orderto achieveNCPMat 1047nmthecrystalmustbeheatedto 172"C. This providesachal-
lengein termsof thermo-mechanicaldesign,but is atractableissue(seeSection8.4.1for
details).

Task ld: Final design of a breadboard, l-W, diode-laser-pumped, frequency-doubled, Nd

laser

The overall laser design was actually completed in several steps with experimental evalu-

ation of the critical subassemblies being carried out before proceeding with the next major laser

design step. The design evolution began with a ray-tracing analysis of the diode, collimating and

focusing optics and the Nd:YLF gain medium. The ray-tracing model provided a practical

means of evolving a microlens-array design that was manufacturable and provided the desired

gain distribution in the Nd:YLF laser crystal. The diode laser, the collimating and focusing

optics, and the Nd:YLF gain module designs were finalized on the basis of the ray-tracing analy-

sis. Components were purchased and this subassembly was thoroughly evaluated before pro-

ceeding with specific laser resonator designs.

Once the gain module was constructed and fully characterized, we began to study laser res-

onators experimentally. This allowed us to begin to appreciate and qualitatively analyze the

thermo-optic properties of the short Nd:YLF crystals under the high thermal loading conditions

created by cw pumping. We then carried out a sequence of laser tests and direct thermal lensing

measurements to aid us in the design of thermally compensated oscillators. The experimental

details of the empirically based design process are presented in Section 8.3.

Task 2a: Consametion and testing of the breadboard cw green laser

This task was carried out as planned once the various intermediate design steps described

above were completed. The details are presented in Sections 8.3 and 8.4.

Task 2b: Evaluation of the breadboard green laser in quasi-cw operation

We chose not to carry out the quasi-cw operation work given the limited resources and the

evidence that the cw laser would most likely be preferred in a lidar system for a number of

systems-level reasons.

Task 2c: Evaluation of the breadboard green laser and a cw, Ti:AlzO _ laser in cw and

quasi.cw operation

After obtaining the 900-mW power level, we used the Nd:YLF green laser to pump a cw,

ring, Ti:A1203 laser to demonstrate the complete all-solid-state, master oscillator in a truly single-

frequency and broadly tunable configuration. Experimental details are given in Section 8.5.
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Task 3a: Assessment of current diode-laser-pumping technology.

As planned, we carried out a design review similar to that done for the cw, green laser. We

selected Nd:YAG as the gain medium for the pulsed laser development work, because it has a

high stimulated emission cross section and isotropic absorption, which allows simple, efficient

operation in the rod geometries that we preferred for this work. Rod geometries provide simple,

cylindrically symmetric gain distributions and allow for simple cooling arrangements.

Task 3b: Optimization of the lO0.ns, oscillator optical design.

Early in the project we began developing an electrical circuit (using a microwave triode)

that was to be used to actively control an electro-optic, intracavity element for the purpose of

controlling the pulse-evolution dynamics. The circuit design evolved over the course of the

work and resulted in the circuit that is described in Section 9.4.

Separately we developed two optical head designs for the diode-laser-pumped, pulsed laser

experiments: a "radial" pump head and a "linear" pump head. Both designs used a side-pumped

laser rod geometry.

Task 4a: Procurement of breadboard components.

Optical and mechanical hardware was fabricated for the radial and linear pump head

designs.

Task 4b: Assembly and testing of diode-laser gain modules.

The radial pump head was constructed and evaluated first. The linear pump head was con-

structed and evaluated subsequently. The head designs and the experimental work with them is

described in in detail in Sections 9.2 and 9.3.

Task 4c: Assembly and testing of Q-switched oscillator.

The ACQS work was carried out using a flashlamp-pumped, Nd:YAG test bed. This was

to allow maximum flexibility in the ACQS effort and to allow the diode-laser-pumped work to

go on in parallel with and independent of the ACQS work. The intent was to integrate the ACQS

hardware into the diode-laser-pumped oscillator at the end of the ACQS effort. We were not

able to carry out this integration step within the time frame of the Phase II program. This is the

next logical step in the devleopment effort, which could be carried out in a Phase III effort at

SEO or by NASA researchers.

7 Phase II Statement of Work

The Work Plan in the original Phase II proposal was summarized in the following formal

Statement of Work. This later became the working Statement of Work for the Phase II contract.

1. Given the rapidly evolving state of diode-laser-pumping technology, at the

beginning of the Phase II contract period we will carefully assess any recent

developments and establish an up-to-date basis for the Phase II design tasks.
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2. We will reviewourcw gain-moduledesignanddefineafinal designfor the
gainmoduleandthecw, frequency-doubledNd laser.

3. We will procureall thematerialsnecessaryandconstructandexperimentally
evaluatea breadboardprototypeof thediode-laser-pumped,cw, frequency-
doubledNd laser.

4. We will usethebreadboardlaserto pumpa single-frequency,cw Ti:AI203
oscillatorandevaluatethepertbrmanceof theTi:A1203with thispumprelative
to the typical Ar-laser-pumpedcharacteristics.

5. We will operatethebreadboardlaserin quasi-cwmodeandevaluatethecharac-
teristicsof thepumpandtheTi:A1203laseroutput. This will includetemporal
andspatialcharacteristicsof thepumpandtemporalandspectralcharacteristics
of theTi:AI203oscillator.

6. We will designa diode-laser-pumped,Q-switched,Nd laserthatproduces
100-ns(FWHM) pulses.

7. We will procurethenecessarymaterialsandconstructandevaluateabread-
boardprototypeof the 100-ns,Q-switched,Nd laser.

8. We will deliverto NASA LaRCthetwo breadboardprototypelaserscon-
structedandtestedon thePhaseII contract.

All itemsarenow completedexcepttbr item5. As statedearlier,wechoseto tbrego
quasi-cwexperimentsin light of our conclusionthatcw pumpingwouldbemoredesirablein
actuallidar systems.This allowedmoreof our resourcesto bedirectedtowardthegoalof the
bestpossiblecw laserperformancewithin thePhaseII contractlimitations.

As per item 8, thetwo breadboardprototypelaserswereshippedto NASA LaRCon
i0 November1993. Relatednon-expendablematerialspurchasedonthecontractwereincluded
in theshipmentaswell.

8 CW Laser Development

The details of the development of the master-oscillator pump laser are presented in this

section. The 900-mW, cw, green output power that was obtained in this effort was proven,

experimentally, to be adequate to obtain injection-seeding-level output from a single-frequency,

Ti:A1203 laser over a tuning range of at least 200 nm. This is a significant advance in the devel-

opment of practical high-energy, Ti:A1203 lidar systems for space-based applications.

8.1 Preliminary Design Considerations

This master-oscillator is a critical subsystem of the lidar transmitter design under develop-

ment at NASA LaRC [1]. The master oscillator, via the well-known injection-seeding mecha-

nism, constrains the high-energy, slave oscillator to operation on a single-longitudinal-mode,

hence allowing the final output of the Ti:A1203 lidar transmitter to be both
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near-diffraction-limitedin spatialbeamquality andnear-transform-limitedin termsof spectral
linewidth. Thisoptimumperformancelevel is requiredfor long-range,DIAL, remote-sensing
applications.Furthermore,if thelidar systemis to bespace-based,all of the lasersusedin the
systemmustbesolidstatelasersin orderto meettherequirementsof reliability, compactness,
efficiency andoperationallifetime.

Theearlierlaboratory-developmentwork on theTi:A1203masteroscillatorthatwascarried
outat SEOreliedonAr-ion lasersastheopticalpumpsource.While theAr-ion laseris exten-
sively usedin laboratoryenvironmentsthroughouttheworld, it is anextremelyinefficient laser
system.In practicethis meanstheselasersarelargein size,requirehigh capacitycooling (for
the laserheadandthepowersupplies)andconsumea greatdealof electricalpower. Theseprob-
lemsabsolutelyprecludetheir usein space-basedlidar systems.Hence,onegoalof this project
wasto developa verycompact,efficient "replacement"for theAr-ion laser. Thenewlaser
wouldhaveto produceanear-diffraction-limited,cw outputbeamin theblue-greenregionof the
spectrumwheretheTi:AI203absorptionis strong.

It wasclearat theoutsetof thePhaseI projectthatthesolutionwould beadiode-laser-
pumped,cw, Nd-laseroperatingat afundamentalwavelengthof I micron andsubsequentlyfre-
quencydoubledto produceagreenpumpbeam.Diode-laser-pumpingof Nd-laserswas,in fact,
alreadyarapidlyadvancingtechnologyareaat thattime. Thechallengefor this work wasto
identify aspecificlaserdesignthatwould meetthespecificrequirementof ourTi:A1203master
oscillatorandcarry outexperimentsto demonstrate"reductionto practice". This involvedselec-
tion of acrystalhostfor theNd ion; selectionof a pumpinggeometry(tranversevs. longitudi-
nal); selectionof amounting/coolinggeometryfor the gainmedium;selectionof a second
harmonicgeneration(SHG)crystal;selectionof aresonatordesignto accomodateall these
components;and,thedesignandtestingof theopticalandopto-mechanicalhardwarenecessary
for thefinal all-solid-state,master-oscillatordemonstrationat theendof theprogram.

8.2 CW Gain Module Design and Construction

The gain module of the cw laser consists of a 10-W, cw, GaA1As diode-laser array, colli-

mating and focusing optics (including a microlens array), and an end-pumped, Nd:YLF rod. The

characteristics of the diode laser, the optical components, and the Nd:YLF gain element are

discussed in the sections below.

8.2.1 Diode Laser Characteristics

We selected a 10-W, twelve-element, GaA1As linear diode laser array for use in this proj-

ect. We obtained and evaluated several of these diode laser "bars", from two different vendors,

during the course of the program. All of the cw diode lasers that we used shared the following

characteristics: 10-W nominal output; 797-nm nominal wavelength; twelve-element linear array

structure; 200-_tm individual element width; 1-_tm individual element height; 800-I.tm center-to-

center element spacing; overall array length of approximately 1 cm; and output polarization par-
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allel to theplaneof thearray. Thecollimating andfocusingopticsdescribedin thenextsection
weredesignedspecificallyfor thisarraystructure.An EMS-7.5-130-1-Dpowersupplyfrom
ElectronicMeasurements,Inc. (Neptune,NJ)wasusedasthediodelaserdriver. Thediodelaser
wasmountedonacopperheatsinkcooledby 0.8gallonsperminuteof closed-loopwaterflow
from a chillerwith variabletemperaturecontrol.

Thefirst 10-Wcw diodelaserweobtainedwasmodelnumberSDL-3490-Sfrom Spectra
DiodeLabs(SDL,SanJose,California). Wecheckedtheoutputpowerandwavelengthof this
deviceandtheninstalledit in thegainmodule. Alter approximately100hoursof mostly low-
andmedium-poweruse,the devicefailed duringfull-power operation.This provedto beamajor
setbackto theprogramschedule,dueto theleadtimerequiredto obtainareplacement.In order
to minimize thepossibility of furtherdelays,weorderedtwo 10-Wdevices(from differentven-
dors)andevaluatedthemmuchmorethoroughlywhentheyarrived. Thefirst devicewasa
replacementSDL-3490-Sfrom SDL; thesecondwasmodelnumberAOI-A010-798-CSfrom
OptoPowerCorporation(OPC,City of Industry,California).

Thefollowing testsandmeasurementswereperformedon theSDL andOPCdevices:I/O
curvesto thefull, 10-W,powerlevel; relativepoweroutputsof thetwelveindividual emitters;
absolutewavelengthandlinewidth for eachof thetwelveemitters;spatialuniformity of theemit-
ters;andtemperaturetuning of theaverageoutputwavelength.

Bothdevicesproduced10W of outputat thespecifiedoperatingcurrent. However,the
outputpowerperjunction wasmuchmoreuniform in theOPCdevice. For theOPCdevice,the
standarddeviationof asingleemitter's outputpowerwas5%of theaverage,while for theSDL
devicethestandarddeviationwas22%of theaverage.In theSDLdevicethevariationwasso
greatthatsomeemittersproducedmorethantwice asmuchpowerasothers.

Thewavelengthuniformity over thetwelveemitterswasalsobetterin theOPCdevice.
TheOPCdevicehada standardwavelengthdeviationof 0.2 nm,while theSDL devicehada
standardwavelengthdeviationof 0.8 nm. However,in termsof the linewidthof asingleemitter,
theSDL devicewasslightly better: theaverageF'WHMlinewidth for asingleemitterwas
1.3nmfor the SDLdevice,comparedto 1.8nm for theOPCdevice.

Thespatialuniformity of theemitterswasmeasuredin termsof tilt (angulardeviationof
theemittersfrom thehorizontal)andliftoff (displacementof theedgeemittersupwardsfrom the
horizontalplane). Both devicesshowedthecharacteristic"smile", thatis, tilt andliftoff of the
edgeemitters. In theOPCdevicethesmilewasmorepronounced,andsomewhatlopsided,with
a liftoff of about20l.tmat oneendonly. Tilt of up to 30arcminuteswasobservedattheedge
emitters. In theSDLdevice,the liftoff wasveryslight,lessthanabout5 _tmateachend,andthe
tilt waslessthan I0 arcminutes.
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Foreachdevice,arepresentativeaverage-wavelengthemitterwaschosenfor temperature-
tuningexperiments.Themanufacturer-specifiedoutputwavelengthswere798 nmat 27.5°Cfor
theOPCdevice,and796nm at 25°Cfor theSDL device. We measuredtheaverageoutput
wavelengthof eachdeviceasa functionof thepowerlevel andthecoolingwatertemperature.
For example,atfull powerand24°Cwatertemperature,theaveragewavelengthof theOPC
devicewas800.2nm,while theaveragewavelengthof theSDL devicewas795.5nm. Ourgoal
wasto maintainthewavelengthat 797nm for pumpingNd:YLF; in orderto doso,thecooling
watertemperaturehadto besetcorrectlyfor eachdeviceat eachoutputpowerlevel. For the
OPCdevice,at thresholdawatertemperatureof 26°Cwas requiredfor operationat 797nm,
while at full powerawatertemperatureof 14°Cwasrequired. For theSDLdevice,at threshold
therequiredwatertemperaturefor operationat797nm waswell over30°C(wedid not attempt
to operatethedeviceat suchahightemperature),while at full powerawatertemperatureof
29°Cwasrequired.

Table8-1summarizesthedatatakenon theOPCandSDL 10-Wcw diodelasersusedin
thisprogram. For comparison,dataarealsoshownfor threeother(different-wavelength)10-W
cw diodelasersbeingusedin otherSEOprograms.As thetableindicates,ourparticularSDL
devicewasconsiderablysubstandardin termsof poweruniformity andwavelengthuniformity.
Primarily for thisreason,wechoseto usetheOPCdeviceasourpumpsourceandkeeptheSDL
deviceasa spare.Completedataareunfortunatelynotavailableon theoriginal SDL devicethat
failed duringoperation.
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Table 8-1. Comparison of 10-W cw GaA1As Diode Laser Arrays

Manufacturer

Serial Number

Manufacturer's Wave-

length Specification

Desired Operating

Wavelength

Measured Average

Wavelength @ Full

Power & 24°C

Standard Deviation

of Emitter Wavelength

Average Emitter

Linewidth (FWHM)

Standard Deviation

of Emitter Output

Power (% of Average)

Maximum Emitter

Tilt Observed

Maximum Emitter

Liftoff Observed

Temperature Required

to Maintain Desired

Operating Wavelength...

... at threshold:

... at 5 W power:

... at 10 W power:

Devices used in

this program

OPC

00100071

798 nm

@ 27.5°C

797 nm

800.2 nm

0.2 nm

1.8 nm

5%

30

arc min

20 I.tm

26°C

21°C

14°C

SDL

GD969

796 nm

@ 25°C

797 nm

795.5 nm

0.8 nm

1.3 nm

22%

10

arc min

5 _tm

$

29°C

Devices used in

other programs

OPC

00100038

795 nm

@ 27.5°C

794 nm

793.4 nm

0.2 nm

1.7 nm

7%

20

arc min

10 _m

SDL

GD429

810 nm

@ 25°C

808 nm

808.7 nm

0.4 nm

1.6 nm

6%

20

arc min

8 _tm

SDL

GF178

806 nm

@ 25°C

808 nm

806.3 nm

1.0 nm

1.3 nm

5%

26°C

$

21°C

$

$

$

* Data not available
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8.2.2 Collimating and Focusing Optics: Design and Performance

The use of a linear diode-laser array to end-pump a laser crystal requires appropriate colli-

mating and focusing optics. In order to achieve good mode-matching between the resonator

mode and the pump volume, it is usually desirable to have a circularly symmetric pump beam;

and in order to achieve a high inversion density in the laser crystal, it is desirable to keep the

pump-beam size small in the absorption region. However, the output characteristics of a linear

diode laser array do not lend themselves easily to the creation of a small, symmetric pump beam.

The overall emission region of the array is highly asymmetric, approximately 1 cm x 1 _tm in our

case. It consists of twelve individual asymmetric emitters, each 200 _m x 1 _m in size. The out-

put beam is asymmetric in divergence as well: in the plane perpendicular to the array the output

is near diffraction-limited with a typical beam divergence of 30-45 °, while in the plane parallel to

the array the output is many times diffraction-limited with a typical beam divergence of 10°. The

collimating and focusing optics must be designed to image this highly asymmetric, astigmatic

output into a pump beam as small and symmetric as possible.

Various combinations of collimating and focusing optics may be used for end pumping

with linear arrays of this type. The optical layout typically includes a fast rod/cylinder lens to

collect the highly divergent output in the plane perpendicular to the array, possibly a cylinder

lens or other optical element to collimate the light in the plane parallel to the array, and an imag-

ing lens to create a focus at the location of the laser crystal. Elliptical focused pump spots of

1.1 mm x 150 I.tm and 1.12 mm x 250 _m have been reported using a rod lens, cylinder lens, and

aspheric imaging lens combination [7,8]. A reasonably symmetric pump spot of 2.2 mm diame-

ter has been reported using simply a rod lens and an imaging lens; in the same system, the addi-

tion of a lens array made of SiO2 fibers after the rod lens reduced the spot diameter to

approximately 0.8 mm [6].

Based on the available literature, we set our goal to be a reasonably symmetric pump spot

approximately 1 mm in diameter. We chose to use a cylinder lens, microlens array, and aspheric

imaging lens combination in order to achieve that goal. The use of a microlens array was the

most novel element in our approach to the problem. The array consists of twelve individual cyl-

inder lenses, each matched to an individual emitter on the diode laser, on a single substrate. The

microlens array is conceptually similar to the SiO2 fiber lens array mentioned above [6], but the

construction of the array is quite different. The components of the optical system, including the

microlens array, are described in more detail in the following paragraphs. A layout of the optical

system is shown in Figure 8-1.

We made the cylinder lens by having a 2-mm-diameter gradient index rod lens ground in

half (a "D-shape" in cross section) and using it in the transverse orientation. The cylinder lens,

placed approximately 1 mm from the diode laser, collects and almost collimates the highly diver-
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Figure 8-1. Layoutof the 10-Wcw diodelaserarray,focusingoptics,andNd:YLF crystal in the
diode-pumpedcw Nd:YLF laser.

gentoutputin theplaneperpendicularto thediodearray. (Thebeamis allowedto remain
slightly divergingin this plane,for reasonsto beexplainedshortly.) The cylinder lensis AR
coatedfor 797nm,thediodelaseroperatingwavelength.

Themicrolensarrayconsistsof twelveindividual cylinder lenses,eachmatchedto anemit-
ter on thediodelaser.Thearrayof cylinder lensesis formedby anepoxy layerdepositedon the
surfaceof a 2-mm-thickglasssubstrate.Theglasssubstrateis AR coatedon theoppositeside.
Themicrolensarraywasfabricatedby AdaptiveOpticsAssociates(AOA, Cambridge,MA)
accordingto anSEOdesign. In theopticalsystem,themicrolensarrayis placedimmediately
after thecylinder lens. Themicrolensarraycollimatestheoutputof the individual diodelaser
emittersin theplaneparallelto thediodearray.

It shouldbenotedthatthereareothermethodsof fabricatingmicrolensarrayswhichmay
proveto bemorepractical. While weweresatisfiedwith the laboratoryperformanceof these
epoxy-layermicrolensarraysmadeby AOA, wehavereservationsaboutthe long-termdurability
of theepoxylayer. In addition,themicrolensarrayswe receivedfrom AOA wereof variable
quality, with somearraysshowingbubblesandotherimperfectionsin theepoxy. SEOis cur-
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rently investigatingalternativefabricationtechniques,includinga sol-geltechniquefor making
fusedsilica microlensarrays.Typically themajorexpensein theproductionof microlensarrays
lies in thefabricationof a "master"lensarraymold, from whichmultiplemicrolensarrayscan
thenbemadeatarelatively low cost.

Theimaginglensis anaspheric,12-ramfocal length,AR coatedlensplacedapproximately
10mmafterthemicrolensarray. This aspherecreatesa focusedpumpspotat the locationof the
lasercrystal. Thedrasticallydifferentbeamcharacteristicsin theplanesperpendicularandparal-
lel to thearrayareaccountedfor in theopticalsystemdesign,to createa pumpspotassymmetric
aspossible. In theplaneparallelto thearray(in whichthebeamis manytimesdiffraction
limited), thebeamis focusedby theasphereto thetightestpossiblewaist atthe locationof the
lasercrystal. Thebeamthendivergesrapidly. In theplaneperpendicularto thearray(in which
thebeamis neardiffraction limited), thebeamwould bemuchtoosmallrelativeto theother
planeif it weresimilarly focusedto thetightestpossiblewaist. Thereforethebeamin this plane
is allowedto remainslightly divergingasit enterstheasphere,sothatit is only slightly converg-
ing (notata waist)at the locationof the lasercrystal. In thismannera focusedpumpspot is
formedwhich is roughlysymmetricovera lengthof severalmillimeters.

Theopticalsystemwasdesignedandmodelledat SEOusingaraytracingprogram. The
highlightsof theraytracinganalysisarepresentedin Figures8-2,8-3,and8-4. Figure8-2shows
a topview of theopticalpathfrom themicrolensarray,throughtheasphericlens,to theNd:YLF
crystal. Onlyraysfrom thecenterandedgeemittersof thediodelaserareshown. Figure8-3
showsa sideview of theopticalpathfrom thediode,throughall of thecollimatingandfocusing
optics,to theNd:YLF crystal. Figure8-4 is acloseuptop view of thefocusedpumpbeamin the
Nd:YLF crystal,with raysfrom all twelveemittersshown. Theraytracemodelpredictedasym-
metricspotof 1.2mm diameterat thefocusinsidetheNd:YLF rod,with thebeamrapidly
divergingin thehorizontalplane(parallelto thearray)andveryslightly convergingin the
verticalplane(perpendicularto thearray). Thepumpspotobtainedexperimentallywasin excel-
lentagreementwith themodel: 1.4mm 1/e 2 diameter at the focus (1.0 mm top-hat equivalent

diameter), with the beam rapidly diverging in the horizontal plane and very slightly converging

in the vertical plane. The measured pump beam size in each plane in the region of the focus is

shown in Figure 8-5, with the dimensions of a 4-ram diameter by 5-ram long Nd:YLF rod super-

imposed. A pump beam profile at the location of the focus appears in Figure 8-6. Additional

profiles of the beam throughout the region near the focus may be found in Appendix A

(Section 13), Figures A-1 through A-9.
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Figure 8-2. Raytrace model of the focused 10-W cw diode laser pump beam,

top view, showing edge and center emitters only.
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Figure 8-3. Raytrace model of the focused 10-W cw diode laser pump beam,
side view.
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Figure 8-4. Raytrace model of the focused 10-W cw diode laser pump beam in

the Nd:YLF crystal, top view.
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As mentioned above, all of the optical elements were AR coated for 797 nm. The micro-

lens array and the aspheric lens were measured to have excellent power transmission, approxi-

mately 98% each. The transmission of the cylinder lens was strongly dependent on its distance

from the diode laser: the closer it was placed, the better its measured transmission, since it

would collect more of the rapidly diverging diode output. However, its placement was fixed at

approximately 1 mm from the diode laser by optical system constraints. At that distance its

transmission was approximately 84%. Therefore the overall transmission of the optical system

(the percentage of raw diode output power delivered to the Nd:YLF crystal) was approximately

80%. In the laser performance data presented later in this section, the "pump power level" refers

to the pump power actually delivered to the Nd:YLF crystal, not the raw output power of the

diode laser array.

The diode laser and its collimating and focusing optics were mounted in a custom-designed

fixture which allowed many degrees of freedom in positioning the various components. The fix-

ture consisted of two stacked translators for mounting the diode laser and its heatsink, and two

adjustable nested plates to hold the optical components. The inner plate held the cylinder lens

and microlens array; the outer plate held the aspheric lens. The positioning degrees of freedom

available included longitudinal translation of the entire pump assembly, transverse translation of

the diode laser with respect to the microlens array, tilt and height adjustment of the optical com-

ponents, longitudinal positioning and tilt of the cylinder lens/microlens array, and longitudinal

positioning and tilt of the aspheric lens. This custom-designed fixture was useful in the lab for

characterizing the performance of the optical system over a wide range of parameters; now, with

the ideal parameters established, future versions of the mounting fixture can be simpler and less
versatile.

Of the multiple degrees of freedom available, three adjustments were found to be particu-

larly important for the collimating and focusing optics. One was the transverse positioning of the

diode laser with respect to the microlens array. The second was the longitudinal positioning of

the cylinder lens with respect to the diode laser -- a highly sensitive adjustment which deter-

mined the vertical size of the pump beam at the laser crystal. The third was the longitudinal

positioning of the entire pump assembly with respect to the Nd:YLF rod -- that is, the

longitudinal positioning of the pump focus within the laser crystal. Optimum laser performance

was typically obtained with the pump focus located 1.0-1.5 mm inside the pumped face of the

Nd:YLF crystal. This last adjustment was found to be useful for actively fine-tuning the pump

distribution during laser operation, particularly when varying the laser resonator parameters; all

of the other adjustments for the collimating and focusing optics were basically set once and then

left alone for the duration of the experiments.

In summary, the optical system that we designed and built was highly successful in focus-

ing the asymmetric, astigmatic output from the linear diode laser array into a small, symmetric

pump beam. The microlens array, in particular, worked as anticipated in this application. We

were able to couple approximately 80% of the output power from the diode laser array into a
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symmetricpumpspot1.4mm in l/e2diameter,and 1.0mm in top-hatequivalentdiameter.The
focusedpumpspot thatwe obtainedexperimentallywasin excellentagreementwith our raytrace
modelandvery closeto the goalthatwesetinitially.

8.2.3 Gain Element Characteristics

The gain element in the cw laser is an end-pumped Nd:YLF rod. The Nd:YLF crystal is

oriented with the c-axis horizontal, parallel to both the pump beam polarization and the laser

polarization. Thus the pump polarization and the laser polarization are both in the 7z orientation,

and the lasing wavelength is 1047 nm.

Four different Nd:YLF crystals were procured on this program: two short, highly doped

crystals, and two longer, lighter doped crystals. A flat/flat version and a flat/Brewster-cut ver-

sion of each type were obtained. The characteristics of the four crystals are summarized below:

All crystals: Nd:YLF; 4 mm diameter; "pumped" surface flat, and coated for high reflec-

tivity at 1047 nm and high transmission at 797 nm.

Crystal #1: 1.0% Nd; 5 mm long; "unpumped" surface flat, and AR coated for 1047 nm.

Crystal #2: 1.0% Nd; 5 mm long on short side; "unpumped" surface Brewster-cut, and

uncoated.

Crystal #3: 0.5% Nd; 10 mm long; "unpumped" surface flat, and AR coated for 1047 nm.

Crystal #4: 0.5% Nd; 10 mm long on short side; "unpumped" surface Brewster-cut, and

uncoated.

The different doping levels were chosen to give us the option of absorbing the pump power

over a shorter or longer region of the laser crystal. Initial pumping experiments quickly showed

that it was desirable to absorb the pump power over as short a distance as possible, in the region

near the pump focus where the pump beam was most symmetric. For this reason, the highly

doped crystals (#1 and #2) were used in the laser experiments, while the lighter doped crystals

(#3 and #4) were kept as spares.

The absorption of crystal #1 at 797 nm was measured directly using a cw Ti:A1203 probe

laser. The rod absorbed 99% of the incident power over its 5-mm length, indicating an absorp-

tion coefficient of o_ = 9.2 cm _. Accurate pump power absorption measurements using the actual

diode pump beam are more difficult, since the pump beam diverges rapidly as it exits the crystal.

Measurements carried out with the same crystal, diode-pumped at 797 nm, indicated that

(93 + 2)% of the incident power was absorbed over the 5-mm length. This is lower than the 99%

absorption observed with Ti:A1203 pumping, which is an expected result due to the greater spec-

tral linewidth of the diode-laser pump beam.

Of the highly doped crystals, the flat/Brewster crystal (#2) produced the best results in the

laser experiments. This was due to two factors: the lower loss at its Brewster surface, compared

to the AR coated back surface of the flat/flat crystal; and better resonator mode-matching to the

"effective" pump profile, as discussed in the following paragraph.
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Althoughthepumpbeamis symmetricat thefocus,it is rapidly diverging in thehorizontal
plane(referto Figure8-5). Outsidetheimmediateregionof thefocusthepumpbeamis ellipti-
cal (elongatedin thehorizontaldimension).Most of thepumppower is absorbednearthe
"pumped"faceof theNd:YLF, in theregionnearthefocus,wherethepumpbeamis reasonably
symmetric. However,someabsorptiondoestakeplacein theregionswherethepumpbeamis
moreelliptical. Consequently,overthe5-mmlengthof theNd:YLF rod thereis inevitably some
ellipticity in thepumpdepositionpattern. Fromfluorescenceprofiles,suchastheoneshownin
Figure8-7,weestimatedthe"effective" pumpprofile over the lengthof theNd:YLF rod to have
anellipticity of roughly 1.5to 1.0. This ellipticity canbeaproblemwhentrying to matchthe
pumpprofile to acircular resonatormode. However,in thecaseof aflat/Brewstercrystal,the
resonatormodeitself iselliptical insidethelasercrystal,by afactor equalto thecrystalindex. In
ourcasetheresonatormodeinsidetheflat/BrewsterNd:YLF crystalhadanellipticity of
1.47to 1.00,which provedto beanexcellentmatchto theelliptical "effective" pumpprofile.

Eachof thefour Nd:YLF crystalswasmountedin its owncustom-designedcopperheat-
sinkusingathermalRTV compound.Theheatsinksweredesignedto provideradialcooling for
thecrystalsalongtheir entirelengths,with only their front andrearsurfacesexposed.The
heatsinkswereconstructedto allowwater to flow in apathoverandaroundthecrystal,to further
improvethecoolingconditions. Waterflow wasprovidedby thesameclosed-loopwatersystem
usedto cool thediodelaserheatsink.

Propercoolingfor theNd:YLF crystalis necessarybecauseof thegreatthermalstresses
associatedwith thedepositionof 10W of pumppowerin a 1-mm-diameterregionof theend-
pumpedrod. Thesethermaleffectsarethesubjectof a thermalmodelingstudycurrentlybeing
performedat SEO. Thestudy,which is beingconductedunderseparatefunding,usessomeof
thedataobtainedon this programasa startingpoint. A few highlightsof the initial resultsof the
studyarepresentedhere. In themodel,a4-mmdiameterby 5-mm longflat/flat Nd:YLF rod is
end-pumpedby afocuseddiodepumpbeamwith thecharacteristicsmeasuredexperimentally
underthisprogram. Theradial edgesof therodareheldat 20°Cto simulateperfectcooling. The
resultingcalculatedthree-dimensionaltemperaturedistributionwithin therod,at 5 W pump
power,is shownin Figure8-8. Profilesof thecalculatedtemperaturedistributionacrossthe
front andrearfacesof the rodappearin Figures8-9and8-10,respectively.Notice thatthecen-
ter temperatureof therodat thefront faceis approximately40°C. Thetemperatureis expected
to scalelinearly with pumppower,sothecentertemperatureat thefront faceis expectedto be
approximately600Cat 10W pumppower. Thiscorrespondsto a20°C/mmtemperaturegradient
acrossthefront faceof therod. As thestudyprogresseswe hopeto characterizethestresses
associatedwith suchatemperaturedistributionandtheir effectson laserperformance.
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Figure 8-7. Fluorescence profile from the Nd:YLF rod pumped by the focused

10-W cw diode laser.
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Figure 8-8. Calculated temperature distribution _n the dlode-pumped
Nd:YLF rod.
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Figure 8-9. Calculated temperature distribution across the front face of the
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Nd:YLF rod at 5 W pump power. Note scale change with respect to Figure 8-9.
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8.3 Laser Development and Performance at the Fundamental Wavelength

This section contains the cw Nd:YLF laser performance data obtained at the fundamental

wavelength, 1047 nm. It also traces the development of the laser resonator design over the

course of the program. The topics within this section are presented in an order that roughly cor-

responds to the chronological order in which the work took place. Section 8.3.1 compares diode-

pumping to Ti:A1203-pumping in simple standing-wave laser resonators. Section 8.3.2 discusses

the resonator design issues which had to be addressed (including thermal lensing effects in the

Nd:YLF) and explains the evolution of the laser resonator design. Section 8.3.3 presents the

results obtained with a ring laser resonator design, which had a number of excellent features but

several drawbacks as well. Section 8.3.4 discusses the development and performance of a

standing-wave resonator that incorporated the best features of the ring laser resonator, without its

drawbacks. The standing-wave resonator described in Section 8.3.4 was the final version of the

cw Nd:YLF laser, in which the SHG experiments were then conducted.

8.3.1 Diode-Pumped Performance vs. Ti:Al203-Pumped Performance

Initial laser experiments at the fundamental wavelength were carried out with very simple

standing-wave resonators. Figure 8-11 shows the simple standing-wave resonator layouts for the

fiat/fiat Nd:YLF crystal and for the flat/Brewster Nd:YLF crystal. In each case the "pumped"

surface of the Nd:YLF, which was HR coated for 1047 rim, served as one end mirror of the cav-

ity, and an output coupler was placed a short distance away. The curvature of the output coupler

and the length of the resonator were chosen to produce the desired resonator mode size in the

Nd:YLF crystal. We typically used an output coupler with a 4-5 m radius of curvature (concave)

and a resonator length of 10-15 cm in these experiments. In the fiat/flat Nd:YLF rod this combi-

nation produced a theoretical resonator mode size of 1.0 x 1.0 mm, which was intended to be a

good match to the pump beam size. In the flat/Brewster Nd:YLF rod, the theoretical resonator

mode size was 1.5 x 1.0 mm due to the effect of the Brewster surface; this was intended to match

both the pump beam size and the ellipticity of the "effective" pump volume (as discussed in
Section 8.2.3).

Low-power laser experiments were conducted using a cw Ti:A1203 laser tuned to 797 nm,

rather than the 10-W diode laser array, as a pump source. With the cw Ti:A1203 laser we were

limited to about 2.5 W of pump power. However, the Ti:A1203 pump beam was TEMoo, so these

results provided a useful baseline for comparison with multimode diode-pumping.

The Ti:A1203-pumping experiments were carried out using the simple standing-wave reso-

nators shown in Figure 8-11. We compared different output couplers (97%R vs. 99.5%R), dif-

ferent pump beam sizes (1.1 x 1.1 mm vs. 0.9 x 0.9 mm), and different Nd:YLF crystal types

(fiat/flat vs. flat/Brewster). We also tried pumping at 792 nm, another local peak absorption

wavelength for Nd:YLF, rather than 797 nm; but we found that the laser performance was better
at the design wavelength, 797 nm.
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Figure 8-11. Simple standing-wave resonator layout for the cw Nd:YLF laser, (a) with flat/fiat

Nd:YLF; (b) with flat/Brewster Nd:YLF.

The results of the Ti:A1203-pumping experiments are summarized in Figures 8-12 and

8-13. Figure 8-12 compares the 97%R and the 99.5%R output couplers, with the 97%R output

coupler producing the expected better slope. At these low pump powers the 95%R output cou-

pler (not shown) gives approximately the same results as the 97%R output coupler; however,

later diode-pumping experiments demonstrated that the 95%R output coupler was slightly better

at high pump powers. Figure 8-13 shows the improvement in threshold that was obtained with a

slightly smaller pump beam (0.9 x 0.9 mm vs. 1.1 x 1.1 mm) pumping the fiat/fiat Nd:YLF crys-

tal, with a given resonator mode size (1.0 x 1.0 ram). The results obtained with the flat/Brewster

crystal are also displayed in Figure 8-13. In the case of the flat/Brewster crystal the resonator

mode was elliptical inside the crystal (1.5 x 1.0 mm); the Ti:A1203 pump beam was expanded to
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1.5 x 1.0 mm to match the resonator mode, using an anamorphic prism. The superior perform-

ance of the flat/Brewster crystal was most likely due to the low loss at its Brewster surface, as

compared to the AR coated rear surface of the flat/flat rod.

Laser experiments were then conducted up to the full 10-W pump power using the 10-W

diode laser array as the pump source. These experiments were carried out using the simple

standing-wave resonators shown in Figure 8-11. The results appear in Figures 8-14 and 8-15,

along with the best previous Ti:A1203-pumping results for comparison.
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Figure 8-12. Ti:Al203 pumping of the cw Nd:YLF laser: output coupler comparison (97%R vs.

99.5%R) with flat/flat Nd:YLF, 1.1xl.1 mm pump beam size, and 1.Oxl.0 mm mode size.
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Figure 8-13. Ti:A1203 pumping of the cw Nd:YLF laser: pump beam size comparison (l. lx 1.1

mm vs. 0.9x0.9 ram) with flat/flat Nd:YLF, 97%R OC, and 1.0xl.0 mm mode size. Also

shown: Flat/Brewster Nd:YLF with 97%R OC, 1.5xl.0 mm pump beam size, and 1.5xl.0

mm mode size.
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Figure 8-14 shows the results obtained with the flat/flat Nd:YLF rod. At the 10-W pump

power level, the 1047-nm output was 2.60 W with the 97%R output coupler, and 2.85 W with

the 95%R output coupler. The diode-pumped performance was very close to the Ti:A12Os-

pumped performance, indicating that the power output of the laser did not suffer significantly

from the fact that the pump beam was multimode rather than TEMoo. At high power the output

beam, shown in Figure 8-16, was highly multimode, two-lobed in the near field, astigmatic, and

fairly sensitive to slight changes in resonator alignment.

Figure 8-15 shows the results obtained with the flat/Brewster Nd:YLF rod. At the 10-W

pump power level, the 1047-nm output was 3.85 W with both the 97%R and 95%R output cou-

plers. This was a significant improvement over the results obtained with the flat/flat Nd:YLF

crystal. We attributed the improvement to the lower loss of the Brewster surface and the

ellipticity of the resonator mode, which better matched the elliptical "effective" pump volume.

In this case the diode-pumped performance was actually slightly better than the Ti:AI203-

pumped performance. At high power the output beam, shown in Figure 8-17, was still multi-

mode and astigmatic; but the mode quality was somewhat improved and more stable than it had

been for the flat/fiat crystal.

In summary, using a simple standing-wave resonator, we obtained up to 3.85 W of output

power at the fundamental wavelength with 10 W of diode-laser pump power delivered to the

crystal. The output was multimode and astigmatic. In terms of power output, multimode pump-

ing with the focused diode-laser pump beam was as effective as TEM0o pumping with a cw

Ti:A12Os laser.

8.3.2 Resonator Design Issues

Design Goals

The ultimate goal of this portion of the program was to produce 1 W of cw power at the

second harmonic wavelength, 523.5 nm, in a TEMoo beam. In view of that goal, several con-

straints and requirements were placed on the resonator design and performance at the fundamen-

tal wavelength. First, sufficient power had to be generated at the fundamental wavelength for

conversion to 1 W of second harmonic power. (Our initial goal was 4 W of power at 1047 nm.)

Second, that power had to be generated in a TEM0o beam. Third, the resonator was required to

have an intracavity waist on the order of 100 [am in diameter, for intracavity frequency-doubling.

Fourth, the resonator had to be constructed to allow efficient extraction of the second harmonic

power, preferably in a single output beam. Fifth, the depolarization effects introduced by the

frequency-doubling crystal, in the case of Type II SHG, had to be accounted for. Finally, the

resonator was required to be as short and compact as possible, for reasons of mechanical stability

and packaging practicality.
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With thesimplestanding-waveresonatorwesuccessfullymet theoutputpowerrequire-
ments,butclearlyamorecomplexresonatorwouldbeneededto achievetheothergoals. Our
approachwasto build thecomplexityof theresonatorin stages;thefirst stepwasto modify the
standing-waveresonatorasnecessaryto produceaTEMoooutputbeam.Ourendgoalwasa uni-
directionalring lasermeetingall of therequirementslistedabove.The unidirectionalring laser
wasourbaselinedesignbecauseit offeredtwo advantages:(1) thesecondharmonicoutput
wouldbe inherentlyunidirectional;and(2) thering lasercouldbemadesingle-frequency,which
weanticipatedmightbenecessaryto makethesecondharmonicoutputpowerstable.
Mode Quality in the Simple Standing.Wave Resonator

The fixst task was to modify the simple standing-wave resonator to produce as much power

as possible in a TEMoo output beam. As described earlier, the output of the simple standing-

wave resonator at full power was multimode and astigmatic. We made a series of measurements

to further characterize the beam quality. We found that at low power the output was near-TEM0o

(M 2 < 1.1 and only slightly astigmatic), up to approximately 4 W of pump power, corresponding

to about 1 W of output power. As the pump power increased, the output beam quality deterio-

rated and the astigmatism became more severe. In addition, a marked difference developed

between the beam characteristics in the horizontal plane and the beam characteristics in the

vertical plane; for this reason it became necessary to characterize the beam quality separately in

the two planes, using values of Mx 2 and My 2. At a pump power of 8 W (output power of 3.2 W),

values of Mx 2 = 2.3 and My 2 = 1.7 were measured. At the full pump power of 10 W, the beam

quality worsened further and the beam developed lobes in the fax field, making it difficult to
obtain accurate M _ values.

We theorized that the poor mode quality of the output beam was due to an overfilling of

the resonator mode by the pump volume. Accordingly, we attempted to improve the mode qual-

ity by increasing the resonator mode size inside the Nd:YLF crystal. This was done by adjusting

the curvature of the output coupler and the length of the resonator. However, during the course

of these experiments it became clear that the poor mode quality was primarily due to a different

factor: strong, positive, asymmetric thermal lensing effects in the Nd:YLF crystal.

Thermal Lensing Measurements

The thermal lensing effects in the flat/Brewster Nd:YLF crystal were measured directly, as

a function of diode-laser pump power, using a 1064-nm cw probe laser. The Nd:YLF crystal

was found to have strong, positive, asymmetric net thermal lensing. At 10 W pump power, with

a p-polarized probe beam, the crystal acted as a thermal lens with a focal length of fx = 40 cm (in

the horizontal plane) and fy = 100 cm (in the vertical plane). A plot of the thermal lens focal

lengths fx and fy, as a function of pump power, appears in Figure 8-18. Values are shown for

both "p" and "s" probe-beam polarizations; the "p" polarization is the relevant one in our case.

This asymmetric thermal lensing was determined to be a major factor contributing to the astig-

matism and poor mode quality of the output beam.
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Figure 8-18. Thermal lensing in the flat/Brewster Nd:YLF crystal as a function of pump power.

Thermal lensing in Nd:YLF, while astigmatic, is generally considered to be a relatively

minor effect. For example, in one comparison of Nd:YAG and Nd:YLF rods lamp-pumped at

700 W average power, the Nd:YAG rod was reported to have a focal length of 8 m, while the

Nd:YLF rod had a focal length of -60 m for the "p" polarization and >+150 m for the "s" polar-

ization [9]. In another study, a Nd:YLF rod lamp-pumped at 5 kW was reported to have focal

lengths of-2 m Cp" polarization, a-b plane), -4 m Cp" polarization, a-c plane), +7 m Cs"

polarization, a-b plane), and -7 m ("s" polarization, a-c plane) [10]. But these results, like most

of the available thermal lensing data for Nd:YLF, are for long rods side-pumped by flashlamps.

Our particular configuration is different in that the Nd:YLF crystal is only 5 mm long, and it is

end-pumped by an extremely high pump fluence. The short crystal length and high-fluence end-

pumping conditions may help to explain the fact that strong positive thermal lensing effects were

encountered in our Nd:YLF crystal. Our speculation is that the thermal lensing is due to three

competing effects: end face curvature of the Nd:YLF rod (which would tend to produce positive

lensing), refractive index variation with temperature (which would tend to produce negative lens-
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ing), andanunknownstress-opticcontribution.We speculatethatin ourcase,theendfacecur-
vatureis astrongeffectdueto thehigh-fluenceend-pumping,andtherefractiveindexvariation
is a weakeffectovertheshortlengthof therod. Thenetresultis thereforepositive lensing. So
far thisexplanationis only supposition;weanticipatethatas the thermal modeling study

described in Section 8.2.3 progresses, it will shed further light on thermal lensing effects in end-
pumped Nd:YLF.

One interesting consequence of the positive thermal lensing in the Nd:YLF crystal was that

the simple standing-wave resonator could be operated with a flat output coupler, a configuration

which would be unstable in the absence of thermal lensing. We constructed such a resonator

using the flat/Brewster Nd:YLF crystal and a 95%R flat output coupler. At 8 W pump power we

obtained 3.0 W output with M_ 2 = 1.8 and My 2 = 1.1, compared to 3.2 W output with Mx 2 = 2.3

and My 2 = 1.7 obtained previously with the concave output coupler. Thus, the simple standing-

wave resonator, operated with a fiat output coupler, produced slightly less output in a somewhat

better mode. However, the beam was still too multimode and astigmatic to be satisfactory; and

an attempt to lengthen the resonator and insert intracavity lenses resulted, predictably, in

extremely poor mode quality.

From both theoretical resonator modeling and experimental results, it was clear that the

resonator would have to incorporate some form of compensation for the asymmetric thermal

lensing. In an uncompensated resonator, such as the simple standing-wave configuration, the

thermal lensing effects would asymmetrically distort the resonator mode and lead to poor output
beam quality.

Compensated Resonator Design: Proof of Principle

Quantification of the thermal lensing effects allowed us to take those effects into account

in the resonator design. Specifically, the introduction of astigmatic optical elements into the res-

onator enabled us to compensate for the asymmetric thermal lensing in the laser crystal. In this

"compensated" resonator design approach, the x and y planes of the resonator were modelled

separately, each with its appropriate thermal lens; and astigmatic optical elements such as cylin-

drical reflectors and tilted curved mirrors were used to produce the desired resonator mode in

each plane.

We conducted a proof-of-principle experiment in compensated resonator design, using

optics available in the laboratory. We designed a standing-wave resonator with a series of con-

cave mirrors at 30 ° incidence, chosen to produce a symmetric resonator mode at the output cou-

pler. This resonator is shown in Figure 8-19. There was some leakage through the curved

mirrors at this angle of incidence. With this resonator we obtained 2.75 W of 1047-nm output

power, plus 0.36 W in the combined leakage beams, at the 10-W pump power level. The mode

quality of the output beam was excellent (M 2 _< 1.2 at high power) and the astigmatism was virtu-

ally eliminated. A profile of the beam appears in Figure 8-20.
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Figure 8-19. Standing-wave cw Nd:YLF resonator, with off-axis curved mirrors for compensa-

tion of asymmetric thermal lensing (proof-of-principle experiment).

This proof-of-principle experiment successfully demonstrated, using available optics, com-

pensation for asymmetric thermal lensing in order to achieve good mode quality. It also demon-

strated the necessity of designing the resonator for a specific operating point. Since the thermal

lensing effects are pump-power dependent, the resonator mode may change significantly, or even

become unstable, at some pump-power levels. This was the reason for the poor mode quality at

high power in the simple standing-wave resonator, which was designed for zero thermal lensing.

In contrast, this proof-of-principle resonator was designed for the full-pump-power lensing, and

was actually unstable at pump powers below about 5 W. (An I/O curve is not given for the reso-

nator for this reason -- it would show an artificially high slope.)

Using the information gained from this proof-of-principle experiment, we proceeded with

the design of a ring resonator with appropriate compensation for the asymmetric thermal lensing.
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Figure 8-20. Output beam profile from the dlode-pumped cw Nd:YLF laser, standing-

wave resonator with off-axls curved mirrors for compensation of asym_etrlc

thermal lenslng (proof-of-prlnclple experiment).
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8.3.3 Ring Resonator Design and Performance

The issues addressed in our ring resonator design included compensation for the asymmet-

ric thermal lensing, shortest practical overall resonator length, placement of intracavity line-

narrowing elements, and creation of an intracavity beam waist for SHG crystal placement. We

chose to use cylindrical reflectors in our design, which allowed us to achieve the necessary

compensation for asymmetric lensing while minimizing the overall resonator length and the

angles of incidence on the turning optics. The ring resonator design is shown in Figure 8-21.

The two cylindrical reflectors compensate for the full-pump-power thermal lensing in their leg of

the resonator, so that the resonator mode is symmetric throughout the rest of the resonator.

Space is provided for an optical diode and an etalon (or other line-narrowing elements). Intra-

cavity lenses create a beam waist at the location of the SHG crystal. The SHG output power is

extracted through one of the corner fold mirrors of the resonator.

SHG Crystal

Flat I
HR @ 1047 nm, I
HT @ 523 nm Lens [ Lens Flat HR

523p u? "drical__rn p

Flat HR

Cylindrical HR

Figure 8-21. Unidirectional ring resonator design for the cw Nd:YLF laser, compensated for

thermal lensing.

We built the ring resonator as shown in Figure 8-21, initially leaving out the optical diode,

etalon, and SHG crystal. With a flat 95%R 1047-nm output coupler taking the place of the cor-

ner HR/HT mirror, we evaluated the performance of the ring laser at the fundamental wave-

length. The output was two-directional since the optical diode was not yet in place. Summing

the two output beam powers, we obtained a maximum of only 560 mW output at 1047 nm from

the ring laser. This was much lower than we had anticipated, and too low to be of practical use.
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Theoutputmodesymmetrywasgood,indicatingthatthethermallensingcompensationwas
working well; but thebeamquality washighly alignment-sensitive,andvariedgreatlyevenwith
smalladjustmentsthatdid not alter theoutputpower.

Severalvariationson thering resonatorweretried, includingconcaveoutputcouplers,out-
putcouplersof different reflectivities,anddifferentlensspacings.Someof thesevariationspro-
ducedmoreoutputpower,but in poor-qualitymodes;noneof theconfigurationsproduceda
usefulamountof outputpowerin agoodmode.

We attributedthering laser'slow outputpowerto thegreaternumberof surfacesand
longercavity lengthof thering resonator.Evenwithouttheopticaldiode,etalon,andSHGcrys-
tal, thering resonatorcontainedeight reflectiveandsix transmissivesurfacesperroundtrip (as
comparedto thesimplestanding-waveresonator,for example,whichcontainedtwo reflective
andtwo transmissivesurfacesperroundtrip). Theunavoidablylongerpathlengthof thering
resonator,approximatelytwo meters,wasa factoraswell. We attributedthealignmentsensitiv-
ity of themodeto thegreaterinherentdifficulty of maintainingoptimumalignmentin a ring
laser,ascomparedto astanding-wavelaser. Thesewereall problemsthatwehadanticipated
during thedesign,but wehadexpectedmoresuccessin overcomingthemwith high-qualityopti-
cal coatingsandcarefulresonatoralignment.TheHR coatingson thecylindrical reflectorswere
indeedlossierthanwe hadanticipated,whichcontributedto theproblem,but themaindifficulty
appearedto bethelengthandcomplexityof thering resonatoritself.

Nevertheless,thering resonatordid havesomeexcellentfeatures.The resonatormodesize
in theNd:YLF crystal (1.58x 1.00mm)waswell matchedto theeffectivepumpvolume. The
modewassymmetricthroughouttheresonator,exceptin thesectioncontainingthecylindrical
reflectorsandthelasercrystal. The intracavitylensesprovedto bealow-lossmethodof produc-
ing an intracavitywaist. Lenspairsof variousfocal lengthscouldbeinsertedto varythewaist
size,without disturbingthestability or compensationof theresonator.Most importantly,the
thermallensingcompensationarrangement,usingtwocylindrical reflectors,wassuccessful.It
wasalsofound to work well overawiderangeof thermallensingvalues,notonly thefull-pump-
powervaluesthatit wasdesignedfor. We decidedto usethesefeaturesof thering resonator
designasthebasisfor buildingacompensatedstanding-waveresonator.

8.3.4 Standing-Wave Resonator Design and Performance

As mentioned earlier, the unidirectional ring laser had been our baseline design because it

offered two advantages: (1) the second harmonic output would be inherently unidirectional; and

(2) the ring laser could be made single-frequency, which we anticipated might be necessary to

make the second harmonic output power stable. However, a unidirectional ring laser is not the

only way to achieve unidirectional and stable second harmonic output; and in view of the low

output power of the ring laser, we decided to revise our approach. We used the ring resonator

design as the basis for a compensated standing-wave resonator design that incorporated the best

features of the ring resonator, without its drawbacks.
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Thecompensatedstanding-waveresonatordesignis shownin Figure8-22. It is identical
in resonatormodeparametersandcylindrical reflectorconfigurationto thering resonatordesign.
However,thestanding-wavedesignrequireslesscomplexity,fewerfolds, anda shorteroverall
cavity length. Again,theresonatormodein theNd:YLF crystal(1.58x 1.00mm)is agood
matchto theeffectivepumpvolume. Thecylindrical reflectorsperformthe samecompensation
for full-pump-powerthermallensing. Again,theresonatormodeis symmetricin theresonator
leg whichcontainsthelensesandtheSHGcrystal. Theintracavitywaist sizemaybeeasilyvar-
ied bychangingintracavitylenspairs. No opticaldiodeor line-narrowingelementsarerequired,
sinceunidirectionalityandsingle-frequencyoperationarenot issues.Theflat mirror at theend
of theresonatormaybea 1047-nmoutputcouplerfor evaluatingtheperformanceat thefunda-
mentalwavelength,a 1047-nmHR for SHGoperation,or adual-band(1047-nmand523.5-nm)
HR for SHGoperationin which thetwo-directionalsecondharmonicoutputis recombinedinto a
singleoutputbeam.

1047-nm Output (with OC)

Cylindrical HR

L/ _ _ Nd:YLF
1047-nm Output Coupler _ . \ -_ I _ Pump

Ol; - _ '- _ Lens \ w Beam

1047 & 5-23-nm HR Lens _'_ \

_/ __Cylindd_l HR

SHG Crystal

523-nm Output

(with dual-band HR)

Figure 8-22. Standing-wave resonator design for the cw Nd:YLF laser, compensated for ther-

mal lensing.

The compensated standing-wave resonator was built as shown in Figure 8-22, initially

leaving out the SHG crystal. Its performance at the fundamental wavelength was evaluated

using a flat 95%R 1047-nm output coupler. There was some leakage through the cylindrical

reflectors since, as noted previously, their HR coatings were lossier than anticipated. An I/O

curve for the laser appears in Figure 8-23, showing the main beam output power and the total

output power including leakage. The I/O does not show a constant slope because the resonator

parameters change due to thermal lensing over the pump power range. A main output of 1.45 W

(1.78 W including leakage) was obtained at the 10W pump power level. We considered this a
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respectableoutputpowerlevel for a laserthatsatisfiedsomanyotherrequirements,particularly
onehavinggoodmodequality andanintracavitywaist. Notethat theperformanceof the laser
wasquite goodevenat low pumppowerlevels,which indicatesthatthethermallenscompensa-
tion wassuccessfuloverawide rangeof lensingvalues.Theoutputbeammodequalitywas
excellent;aprofile of thefull-power outputbeamappearsin Figure8-24.
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Figure 8-23.

12

I/O data at the fundamental wavelength for the standing-wave cw Nd:YLF laser.

The compensated standing-wave resonator was successful in meeting the basic require-

ments set for laser performance at the fundamental wavelength. Sufficient power was obtained

for useful conversion to the second harmonic wavelength; the power was obtained in a beam of

good mode quality; an intracavity waist for the SHG crystal was provided; the SHG power could

be extracted through the end mirror and the second cylinder lens, or through the second cylinder

lens alone by making the end mirror a dual-band HR; the resonator was reasonably short and

compact; and the asymmetric thermal lensing effects in the Nd:YLF were well compensated.

With this task accomplished, we began actual SHG experiments in the compensated standing-

wave resonator.
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Figure 8-24. Output beam profile from the diode-pumped cw Nd:YLF laser, standing-

wave resonator compensated for thermal lensing.
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8.4 Laser Performance at the Second Harmonic Wavelength

The standing-wave resonator compensated for thermal lensing, discussed in Section 8.3.4

and shown in Figure 8-22, was used for the intracavity frequency-doubling experiments. We

investigated the performance of two SHG crystals: LBO (Type I) and KTP (Type II).

Section 8.4.1 discusses the results obtained with the LBO crystal. Section 8.4.2 presents the

results obtained with the KTP crystal. Power stability and intensity noise are discussed in

Section 8.4.3. An analysis of the results of the SHG experiments is given in Section 8.4.4.

8.4.1 Intracavity Type I SHG Using LBO

The LBO we used for the SHG experiments was a 3x3x15 mm, Type I, 90 °noncritically

phase-matched crystal available at SEO. The crystal was mounted in an oven supplied by a com-

mercial vendor for heating to 172°C, the phase-matching temperature for SHG at 1047 nm.

Since LBO is a Type I crystal, it was oriented with its axes parallel to the fundamental

polarization, so it did not introduce any depolarization effects in the resonator. The circulating

fundament_il power remained p-polarized, and the second harmonic power was generated in an

s-polarized beam.

We began the SHG experiments with an intracavity lens pair of focal lengths f = 10 cm,

which produced a waist of approximately 160 I.tm diameter at the location of the LBO crystal.

In this configuration we obtained 332 mW of SHG output at a pump power level of 10 W. The

SHG output was two-directional since we had not yet installed the dual-band HR. By measuring

the 1047-nm leakage through mirrors of known reflectivity in the resonator, we were able to esti-

mate the circulating fundamental power and calculate the SHG conversion efficiency. Under

these conditions the conversion efficiency with respect to intracavity fluence was 0.9%.

We installed an intracavity lens pair with shorter focal lengths, f = 5 cm, in order to reduce

the waist size to approximately 80 _rn at the location of the LBO crystal. We installed the dual-

band HR to recombine the two-directional SHG output into a single output beam. During the

course of the experiments we found that the second cylindrical reflector (the long-radius one)

could be replaced by a flat 1047-nm HR/523-nm HT mirror without significantly affecting the

mode quality, which gave us better green transmission out of the resonator. In this configuration

we obtained 900 mW of SHG output, in a single beam, at a pump power level of 10 W. This

corresponded to a conversion efficiency of 2.8% with respect to intracavity fluence. Figure 8-25

shows the SHG output as a function of diode-laser pump power delivered to the Nd:YLF crystal.

The laser performed well at the second harmonic wavelength even at low pump power, indicat-

ing good compensation for the changing thermal lens effects over the pump power range. The

mode quality of the SHG output beam was excellent: Mx 2 = 1.2 and My 2 = 1.6, with no

significant astigmatism. A profile of the 523-nm output beam appears in Figure 8-26.
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Further LBO SHG experiments were performed under separate funding. For this reason

they not included here, but are instead presented in Appendix B of this report (Section 14). In

these experiments we obtained a total of 1.25 W of SHG output in two beams, at a pump power

of 10 W. See Appendix B for details.
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8.4.2 Intracavity Type II SHG Using KTP

The KTP we used for the SHG experiments was a 3x3x5 mm, Type II, 39°-cut crystal. It

was mounted in a sealed, heated cell designed and assembled at SEO. The KTP was heated for

two reasons. First, heating reduced the likelihood of "grey tracking" damage to the KTP crystal.

Second, heating was necessary for polarization control in the resonator. Since KTP is a Type II

SHG crystal, it must be mounted with its axes at 45 ° to the fundamental polarization, introducing

depolarization effects in the resonator. The original plan was to tune the KTP to a full-wave

temperature in order to eliminate the depolarization effects. For our KTP crystal, full-wave tem-

peratures occurred at approximately every 25°C. In practice we found that while a full-wave

temperature was readily determined and set (we chose 60.3°C), the polarization purity of the

KTP crystal was not good enough even at that temperature. It was necessary to add an AR

coated quarter-wave plate in the resonator, between the KTP crystal and the dual-band HR, to

further reduce the depolarization effects.

We conducted the KTP SHG experiments with the 5-cm intracavity lenses, the dual-band

HR, and the flat HR/HT replacing one of the cylindrical reflectors (the same resonator configura-

tion in which we obtained 900 mW of SHG with the LBO crystal). The major differences were

the Type II SHG crystal, the addition of the AR coated quarter-wave plate, and the 5° angle of

incidence necessary to achieve phase-matehing with the KTP crystal at this wavelength and tem-

perature. In this configuration, we obtained 304 mW of SHG output at a pump power level of

10 W. This corresponded to a conversion efficiency of 1.9% with respect to intracavity fluence.

The SHG output as a function of diode-laser pump power is shown in Figure 8-27. A profile of

the SHG output beam appears in Figure 8-28.

It should be noted that while the SHG output obtained with the KTP crystal was low com-

pared to the output obtained with the LBO crystal, the actual conversion efficiencies were not

dissimilar. The circulating fundamental power in the resonator was lower in the case of the KTP

crystal. This was primarily due to the depolarization effects in the Type II KTP, the addition of

an intracavity quarter-wave plate, and the off-normal angle of incidence required for the KTP

crystal in the resonator. These issues are further discussed in Section 8.4.4.
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cw Nd:YLF laser, intracavlty doubled using KTP.
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8.4.3 Power Stability and Intensity Noise

Power Stability

During the initial SHG experiments using LBO, we found that the SHG output power ten-

ded to drift slowly over time. The typical pattern was a gradual power drift down to two-thirds

or so of the peak power over the course of five or ten minutes, sometimes with slow oscillations

back up near the peak. Most or all of the power could typically be recovered by fine-tuning the

temperature setting of the LBO oven. We theorized that this drift was caused by thermome-

chanical effects in the commercially-purchased LBO oven assembly. The oven was windowless,

so thermal air currents were one source of instability. The cell had a plastic outer sheath that

deformed significantly at high temperature, leading to crystal misalignment. Finally, the actual

temperature of the LBO crystal underwent small oscillations which were not reflected in the tem-

perature readout of the heating system. We believed that these thermomechanical problems

could be minimized or eliminated by the appropriate design of our own heated SHG cell.

We e_,aluated the KTP SHG crystal in a heated ceramic cell designed at SEO. We found

that the SHG output power was highly stable over time, even without windows on the cell. The

ceramic sheath and the improved temperature control loop were enough to improve the power

stability. Accordingly, we adapted the ceramic SHG cell to the higher temperature required for

the LBO crystal, and repeated the LBO SHG experiments using the new ceil We found that the

SHG output power was stable as long as the LBO crystal was protected from air currents. Rather

than placing windows on the cell, which would have increased the intracavity loss, we built a

plexiglass cover for the entire laser. With the cover in place, the SHG output was extremely sta-

ble over time, even at the highest output power levels that we obtained.

Intensity Noise Measurements

High-frequency intensity noise measurements were performed and analyzed under separate

funding. For this reason they not included here, but are instead presented in Appendix B of this

report (Section 14). A brief summary of the results is given in the following paragraph.

We measured and characterized the high-frequency intensity noise in the fundamental and

SHG output beams under various operating conditions. This high-frequency noise is indepen-

dent of the long-term power stability characteristics discussed above. The laser output displayed

chaotic high-frequency intensity noise of varying magnitude, depending on the particular laser

configuration. In the worst-case, high-feedback configuration, severe intensity noise values

(over 30% rms) were measured over the 0-1 MHz frequency band. In the best-case, low-

feedback configuration, the noise was reduced to 2-3% rms over the same frequency band. This

is still significant noise, but it should be within acceptable limits for pumping the Ti:A1203

master oscillator in a lidar system. For comparison, a typical Ar-ion laser noise specification is

0.5% rms over the 10 Hz - 2 MHz frequency band.
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8.4.4 Analysis of SHG Results

For critically phase-matched (CPM) SHG not limited by walkoff, length of focus, or

absorption, the second harmonic power P2o obtained from a fundamental input power Po is given

by [11]:

2 2 2
P2o = CPff-_ /w o

where L is the SHG crystal length, Wo is the beam waist radius inside the crystal, and C is pro-

portional to the square of the nonlinear optical coefficient den as shown below:

For noncritically phase-matched (NCPM) SHG, the optimum second harmonic power is given

by:

P2o = (1.O68)C P_ko

where 1% is the wave vector of the fundamental and the other parameters are as def'med above.

The CPM formulas apply to the KTP Type II SHG crystal used in our experiments, while

the NCPM formulas apply to the LBO Type I crystal. In each case the conversion efficiency

improves with longer crystal length, until the practical limits of walkoff, absorption, or reconver-

sion are reached. For the KTP crystal we chose a length of 5 mm, since longer crystals are lim-

ited by walkoff. For the LBO crystal we chose a length of 15 mm, since longer crystals are

limited by absorption and reconversion.

In these SHG configurations, KTP has a nonlinear optical coefficient den more than five

times greater than that of LBO. Accordingly, despite the longer length and lower refractive

index of the LBO crystal, we expected the KTP crystal to perform considerably better than the

LBO. Figure 8-29 shows the expected performance of each SHG crystal based on the above for-

mulas. The conversion efficiencies are given with respect to circulating intracavity fluence at the

fundamental wavelength. In this approximation, the conversion efficiency is linear when plotted

against circulating fluence.

Figure 8-29 also shows experimental data obtained with the KTP and LBO crystals. The

fact that the experimental data are not in absolute agreement with the predicted values is not sur-

prising: there is considerable uncertainty in the experimental data due to the difficulty of accu-

rately measuring the circulating intracavity fluence; and the formulas themselves are

approximations that do not take into account practical effects such as absorption and
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LBO. Conversion efficiencies are given with respect to circulating fundamental intracav-

ity fluence.

depolarization. What is surprising is the performance of LBO relative to KTP in terms of SHG

conversion efficiency. The LBO performed about as well as the KTP in practice, even though its

performance was expected to be much worse than KTP. Furthermore, use of the LBO allowed

us to achieve a higher circulating intracavity fluence in the resonator. This was because the LBO

(Type I) crystal did not introduce any depolarization effects. The KTP (Type 11) crystal intro-

duced depolarization effects that had to be corrected via temperature-tuning and the addition of a

quarter-wave plate. The additional intracavity surfaces, plus the off-normal angle of incidence

required for the KTP crystal, limited the intracavity fluence to lower levels than those obtained

with the LBO crystal. As a result, more SHG output was obtained with the LBO crystal.
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In summary,LBO performedsurprisinglywell relativeto KTP in our intracavitySHG
experiments.We obtainedsimilarSHGconversionvaluesfrom bothcrystals,andthe simplicity
of theLBO TypeI configurationeliminatedtheneedfor polarizationcorrectionin theresonator.
At thispoint LBO appearsto beagoodchoicefor the intracavitySHGcrystal in thecw green
laser,with its only disadvantagebeingthehigh temperaturerequiredfor phase-matching
(172°C).

8.5 Demonstration of an All-Solid-State, CW, Ti:AI203 Laser

The best cw, green-laser results were obtained using LBO as the SHG crystal. We

obtained greater than 900 mW of cw output power at 523.5 nm with 10 W of diode-laser pump

power delivered to the Nd:YLF crystal. We then used the green output to pump a cw, ring

Ti:AlzO 3 laser. The Ti:A1203 laser, shown in Figure 8-30, is the proposed master oscillator in the

space-based Ti:AI203 lidar system. We obtained up to 16.5 mW of single-frequency, cw output

power from the Ti:AI203 laser. The Ti:A1203 laser was tuned over a 120-nm wavelength region

from 788 to 908 nm, which was limited on the short-wavelength end by the mirror coatings.

(With a "short-band" mirror the laser would have tuned down to about 700 nm). The

wavelength-tuning data obtained in this demonstration are shown in Figure 8-31. This experi-

ment demonstrates for the first time, to our knowledge, an all-solid-state, single frequency,

Ti:A1203 laser with sufficient output power to injection-seed a high-energy oscillator over a

200-nm bandwidth.

OUTPUT OPTICAL DIODE

M1 M2

GALVO-DRIVEN "" _ _ "

....
T PUMP LENS

Ti:SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL

Figure 8-30. Layout of the cw, single-frequency, ring, Ti:A1203 laser. This is the master oscilla-

tor that was pumped with the cw, green laser developed on this program.
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single-frequency output from a cw, ring, Ti:A1203 laser obtained by pumping with the

900-mW, 523.5-nm, Nd:YLF laser described in this report.
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8.6 Summary of CW Laser Results

The cw, diode-pumped, intracavity-doubled, Nd:YLF laser produced over 900 mW of out-

put at 523.5 rim. This output was used to pump a cw, Ti:A1203, single-frequency ring laser,

thereby demonstrating a tunable, all-solid-state, Ti:A1203 master oscillator. The design of the cw

Nd:YLF laser is relatively simple and amenable to compact packaging. There are still some

problems that should be addressed further before proceeding with a final opto-mechanical pack-

age design. In particular, we need to work on minimizing the intensity noise and improving the

the thermo-mechanical mounting hardware for the SHG crystal. With these modifications and

appropriate packaging, this could be a suitable pump laser for the master oscillator in a space-

based Ti:A1203 lidar system.
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9 Pulsed Laser Development

As stated earlier in this report, the purpose of the slave-oscillator pump laser work was to

develop a pulsed, green laser with pulsewidths significantly longer than those produced by con-

ventionally Q-switched, frequency-doubled, Nd lasers. The goal was to increase the reliability

of the Ti:A1203 slave oscillator by allowing a greater margin with respect to optical damage

limits. The optimum pulsewidth for the gain-switched, unstable-resonator oscillator that is the

slave oscillator in our lidar transmitter design [1,2] is on the order of 100 ns.

As with the master-oscillator pump, it will be essential in space-based systems to employ

diode-laser pumping for this laser. Therefore, on this project we worked on the development of

both diode-laser-pumped oscillator designs and opto-electronics capable of controlling the dyna-

mics of a Q-switched, Nd oscillator.

The details of the diode-laser-pumped oscillator design work are presented in Sections 9.1

through 9.3. The details of the pulsewidth-control work are given in Section 9.4.

9.1 Preliminary Design Considerations for the Diode-Laser-Pumped System

As planned, we carried out a design review similar to that done for the cw, green laser. We

selected Nd:YAG as the gain medium for the pulsed laser development work, because it has a

high stimulated emission cross section and isotropic absorption, which allows simple, efficient

operation in the rod geometries that we preferred for this work. Rod geometries provide simple,

cylindrically symmetric gain distributions and allow for simple cooling arrangements.

9.2 Pulsed Gain Module Design and Construction

The gain module of the pulsed laser consists of four to eight GaA1AS quasi-cw diode laser

arrays (each a four-bar stack of linear arrays), reflectors opposite the diode arrays (in some

cases), and a side-pumped Nd:YAG rod. The characteristics of the diode laser arrays, and the

various pumping configurations investigated, are discussed in the sections below.

9.2.1 Diode Laser Characteristics

A total of nine quasi-cw GaA1AS diode laser arrays, part # SDL-3230-ZHC from SDL,

were purchased for use in this program. Eight were used in the laser experiments and one was

kept as a spare. Each of the arrays was a four-bar stack of linear arrays with a total peak power

output of 240 W. The nominal output wavelength was 808 nm. The diode lasers were driven by

four SDL-928 quasi-cw laser drivers (each driving two diode lasers in series). The pulse dura-

tion and the repetition rate were variable. We typically operated with a pulse duration of 200 Its

and a repetition rate of 25 Hz, for an average power output of 1.2 W (48 m J/pulse at 25 Hz) per

diode laser array. The power output of each array was measured experimentally; all were found

to operate as specified.
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Thediodelaser packages were the impingement-cooled type with barbed fittings for water

line attachment. This package type was chosen for its great versatility in the laboratory, where it

can be easily mounted in different experimental pumping arrangements. (More compact and

robust packages are available for applications that require less versatility.) The diode lasers,

along with the Nd:YAG laser rod, were cooled in parallel with approximately 20 psi of water

pressure across the pump head. Closed-loop water flow was provided by a chiller with variable

temperature control.

9.2.2 Pumping Configurations

Two different side-pumping configurations were investigated during the course of the pro-

gram: a radial pumping arrangement and a linear pumping arrangement. In addition, the use of

reflectors to redirect the unabsorbed pump light back into the Nd:YAG rod was investigated.

The f'mal pulsed laser configuration included two gain modules, each consisting of a Nd:YAG

rod side-pumped by four diode lasers and four reflectors in a linear pumping arrangement. The

details of the pumping configurations are presented below; laser performance in the various con-

figurations is discussed in the next section.

The radial pump head configuration is shown in Figure 9-1. The laser rod is a 5-mm diam-

eter by 85-ram long Nd:YAG rod. It is mounted inside a sapphire or quartz flowtube. Eight

diode laser arrays are mounted around the rod in a radial side-pumping configuration, with their

emitting faces within a millimeter of the flowtube surface. No focusing optics are used, other

than the flowtube itself which provides some focusing. This radial pumping scheme is designed

to deposit pump energy in a radially symmetric pattern throughout the entire Nd:YAG rod, with

the pump energy concentrated in the center of the rod.

The linear pump head configuration is shown in Figure 9-2. The laser rod and flowtube

configuration are the same as in the radial pump head. Eight diode laser arrays are mounted

alongside the rod, four on each side, in a linear side-pumping configuration. Again, their emit-

ting faces are placed immediately adjacent to the flowtube. This linear pumping scheme is

designed to deposit pump energy in a smaller region within the Nd:YAG rod, in order to produce

higher gain, at the expense of radial symmetry, as the pump distribution is elliptical.
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Figure 9-I. Radial pump head configuration for the pulsed diode-pumped Nd:YAG

laser.
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Figure 9-2. Linear pump head configuration for the pulsed diode-pumped Nd:YAG

laser.
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A small fraction of the pump energy from the diode lasers passes through the Nd:YAG rod

unabsorbed. We designed reflectors to redirect this unabsorbed pump light back into the laser

rod. The reflectors are made to mount interchangeably with the diode lasers. The reflecting sur-

face is cylindrically concave, with a curvature matching the curvature of the flowtube. The

reflectors we initially used to test the concept had gold coatings on a reflective surface of only

machined-finish quality. These proved to be highly successful in improving the performance of

the laser, so we made a second generation of reflectors with a more durable gold plating on a

higher-quality polished reflective surface. As it turned out, the second-generation reflectors did

not produce any greater performance improvement than the first generation. They will be more

durable in the long run, however.

The reflectors were installed in the linear pump head by simply removing four of the diode

lasers and mounting reflectors in their places. (The reflectors were not tried in the radial pump

head.) Since this left four diode lasers available, we built a second, identical, linear pump head.

In this way we arrived at the final configuration of the pulsed laser: two gain modules, each

consisting of a Nd:YAG rod side-pumped by four diode lasers and four reflectors in a linear

pumping arrangement.

9.3 Laser Performance, Normal-Mode and Conventionally Q-switched

The diode-pumped pulsed Nd:YAG laser was operated normal-mode in the radial pump

head configuration. The pump pulsewidth was 200 Bs and the pulse repetition rate was 25 Hz.

A number of different output couplers were compared. Figure 9-3 shows the normal-mode I/O

curves obtained with the various output couplers. The 80%R output coupler produced the best

results: at the maximum pump energy of 384 mJ, a normal-mode 1064-nm output energy of

90 mJ was obtained. The normal-mode output beam prof'fle is shown in Figure 9-4.

The laser was then operated with a conventional Q-switch. Figure 9-5 shows the

Q-switched I/O data; an output energy of 38 mJ at 25 Hz was obtained using the 80%R output

coupler. In going to higher energy while Q-switching, we damaged one face of the Nd:YAG

rod. This indicated that in order to avoid damage problems, we would have to use a lower-

reflectivity output coupler to reduce the intracavity fluence relative to the output energy. To off-

set the increase in threshold associated with a lower-reflectivity output coupler, we converted to

a linear pumping geometry designed to deposit the pump energy in a smaller cross-sectional area

of the Nd:YAG rod.

In the radial pumping geometry, the eight four-bar diode arrays were arranged in a circular

pattern around the laser rod. Pump energy was deposited in a roughly circular distribution

throughout the entire cross-sectional area of the rod. In the linear pumping geometry, the eight

four-bar diode arrays were arranged in two rows on opposite sides of the laser rod. The pump

energy was therefore deposited in a smaller, elliptical distribution within the rod. The smaller
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pumpvolumeprovidedhighergainandallowedusto obtaincomparableoutputenergieswith a
lower-reflectivityoutputcoupler. This reducedthelikelihood of damageto thelaserrod at a
givenoutputpower level.

Theimprovementin normal-modelaserperformanceobtainedwith thelinearpumping
geometryis shownin Figure9-6. Theseresultsarefor asinglepumphead,whichaccommo-
dateseight diodelasersin theradialcaseandfour in the linearcase.Thelinearpumpinggeome-
try producesmoreoutputpowerfor agivenpumpenergy. Resultsarealsoshownfor the linear
pumpheadwith reflectorsinstalledasdescribedin Section9.2.2. A 13%improvementin
performancewasobservedwith thereflectorsatthe200-mJpumplevel.

During thecourseof theseexperimentswe madeacomparisonbetweensapphireflowtubes
andquartzflowtubes. We expectedthatthesapphireflowtubemightproduceslighdybetter
results,sinceits higherindexof refractionwould assistin focusingthepumpenergyin the laser
rod. However,no significantdifferencein overalllaserperformancewasobserved.

We built a secondlinearpumphead,identicalto thefast (includingreflectors),and
installedit in theresonator.In thisconfigurationthelaserincludedtwo gainmodules,eachcon-
sistingof a Nd:YAG rodside-pumpedbyfour diodelasersandfour reflectorsin a linearpump-
ing geometry.A 1064-nm,normal-modeI/O for thereconfiguredlaseris plottedin Figure9-7.
In thenewconfiguration,themaximumoutputenergyincreasedfrom 90mJto 101mJwith the
80%Routputcoupler,andfrom 77mJto 92mJwith the60%Routputcoupler. Therefore,in the
reconfiguredlaser,we wereableto maintainthesameoutputenergywhile reducingtheoutput
couplerreflectivity from 80%to 60%.

Dueto thelinearpumpinggeometry,the laseroutputbeamwasroughlyelliptical. A
normal-modeprofile of thebeamappearsin Figure9-8. We hadoriginallyplannedto useintm-
cavity anamorphicprismsto compensatefor theellipticity; however,wedecidedto proceedwith
a porro-prismresonatordesignfor the laserinstead.

Theporro resonatorthatwasevaluatedexperimentallyis shownin Figure9-9. This reso-
natordesignhassomemerit andmaybeconsideredin futurework,however,wenotsatisfied
with thespatialmodequality thatit producedwith the linearpumphead.
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Figure 9-9. Optical schematic of the porto-prism resonator used with the two-linear-pump-head
configuration.

9.4 Actively Controlled Q-switch Development

The development of the controlled opening Q-switch followed closely the work of

Schmid [ 12]. The critical design-verification experiment that we carried out was configured as

follows. We installed a lithium niobate Q-switch in a polarization-coupled Nd:YAG laser

excited by a linear flashlamp. The laser resonator was formed by two HR mirrors spaced 80 cm

apart. Figure 9-10 is a block diagram of the Q-switch electronics. The HV supply was adjusted

to the l/4-wave voltage for maximum hold-off, 1140 V. The Eimac Y-483 planar triode is used

to control the voltage across the Q-switch during pulse build-up and extraction. The triode cath-
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odeisheldat apositivevoltage,keepingthetubecompletelyoff, during the lamp pulse, and is

switched to ground potential with a fast FET to initiate laser pulse buildup. The Q-switch

voltage with the cathode grounded is determined by the grid voltage, which is controlled by the

LeCroy 9101 arbitrary function generator (AFG), amplified by a factor of three. The composite

amplifier consists of a ComLinear CLC231 operational amplifier followed by an Apex WB05

buffer, and provides an inverting gain of three up to 100 MHz, with over one ampere of output

current. The grid voltage is held at -6 V while the cathode is switched to ground, which pro-

duces a Q-switch voltage of 940 V, corresponding to approximately 20% feedback to the laser

cavity.

HV SUPPLY

AFG OUT

TRIGGER

//
+90V

PHOTO DIODE

Q-SWITCH

_._..J.__

_2-

__FET SWITCH

+22 V

Figure 9-10. Block diagram of the controlled-opening Q-switch electronics.

Figure 9-11 shows the Q-switch voltage and the resulting laser pulse for this base line case

where the Q-switch goes from hold-off to a fixed outcoupling. (This is essentially "conven-

tional" Q-switching done with the ACQS circuitry). A narrow pulse approximately 50 ns wide is

emitted several hundred ns after the Q-switch is opened. As shown in Figure 9-11, a second

pulse was often detected close to 1 Its after the first pulse. Figure 9-12 presents three traces on a

shorter time scale with the digitizer triggered by the laser pulse. The average energy output

under these conditions was 20 mJ.
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We thenattemptedto smoothlycontroltheQ-switchvoltagein orderto maintainlaser
actionandextracta larger fractionof the80-mJstoredenergy. We quickly found thatthe
build-uptimejitter wassufficiently large,severalhundredns,thattheAFG neededto betrig-
geredby thelaserpulseitself. Early resultsareshownin Figure9-13,wherethelower tracecor-
respondsto 30mJof outputgeneratedwith aslowly changinggrid voltagefrom theAFG, while
the middle tracecorrespondingto 47mJ,andtheuppertraceto 55mJweregeneratedwith step
changeson thegrid. Figures9-14and9-15 presentQ-switchandlaserpulsewaveformsat 30mJ
and50-55mJoutputsrespectivelygeneratedwith stepchangesof about9 V and20V on the
grid. In thesefiguresthetwo traceswerecollectedfrom different laserfLringsSOthetime regis-
tration is only approximate.ClearlythevaryingQ-switchvoltageis havinganeffect,but the
AFG neededto betriggeredearlier. Notefrom Figures9-14 and9-15thattheQ-switchvoltage
respondsnearlyexponentiallyto suddenchangesin grid voltage.
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Figure 9-13. Three laser pulses corresponding to 30 mJ of output for the lower trace, 47 mJ for

the middle trace, and 55 mJ for the upper trace.
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Figure 9-14. Q-switch voltage and laser pulse corresponding to 30 mJ of output resulting from a

9-V step to the grid.
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Figure 9-15. Q-switch voltage and laser pulse corresponding to 50-55 mJ of output resulting

from a 20-V step to the grid.
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Figures9-16 through9-18illustratetheeffectof changingtheAFG triggerpoint relativeto
thedevelopinglaserpulse. Approximately50mJwasproducedin eachcaseby driving thegrid
with a 15-Vstep. In Figure9-16theAFG wastriggeredrelatively late,sothatthe initial 20-mJ
pulsehaddecayedalmostto zeroby thetimethedroppingQ-switchvoltagebeganto couple-out
anadditional30mJ. In Figure9-17,theAFG wastriggeredveryearly in thedevelopingpulse,
andasingle,narrowemissionwastheresult. For Figure9-18,theAFG trigger point was
adjustedto producethemostuniform pulse. Theresulting48-mJpulsehada FWHM of about
150ns. The highfrequencyfluctuationsaredueto mode-beating,andthelower frequencyfluc-
tuationsareprobablydueto competitionbetweenspatialmodes.
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Figure 9-16.
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Q-switch voltage waveform and laser pulse with the AFG triggered late.
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Figure 9-18. Q-switch voltage waveform and laser pulse with the AFG trigger optimized for

pulse uniformity.
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We next tried to reduce the spike near the leading edge of the pulse by modifying the grid

drive from the AFG. Figure 9-19 shows the result of using a double step function, where the grid

was first stepped up by 9 V for 125 ns, then by another 6 V to 15 V for 125 ns. Now the spike

occurred at the trailing edge. Note the cusp in the Q-switch voltage waveform. Figure 9-20 was

generated by ftrst driving the grid with a 12-V step, then with another 3 V. The pulse energy

was 46 mJ and the FWHM was about 250 ns. When we increased the magnitude of the grid

drive the pulse energy increased but it also became more unstable. Figures 9-21 and 9-22 illus-

trate this tendency at pulse energies of 55 mJ and 57 naT, respectively. Figure 9-22 shows that

the instability was not reproducible pulse-to-pulse, with some pulses having quite large peak

intensities. Although in theory active feedback could be applied to the grid in an attempt to sup-

press these fluctuations, a more efficient approach would be to f'ust improve the passive stability

of the laser.
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Figure 9-19. Q-switch voltage waveform and laser pulse with the AFG driving the grid with a

9-V then 6-V double-step.
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Figure 9-20. Q-switch voltage waveform and laser pulse with the AFG driving the grid with a

12-V then 3-V double-step.
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Figure 9-21. Q-switch voltage waveform and laser pulse with the AFG driving the grid with a

16-V then 4-V double-step.
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Figure 9-22. Three laser pulses generated under similar conditions showing the pulse-to-pulse

variability prevalent at 57 mJ.

9.5 Summary of Pulsed Laser Results

In the course of the diode-laser-pumped work we designed, fabricated, and tested two side-

pumping configurations: a "radial" pump head and a "linear" pump head. Nd:YAG in a rod

geometry was selected as the gain medium for the reasons given in Section 6. The radial and

linear heads were evaluated in terms of gain distribution, normal-mode and Q-switched opera-

tion. We obtained up to 90 mJ of output energy from the radial head in normal-mode operation

and 40 mJ with "conventional" Q-switching (low-order, multi-transverse-mode). The total

diode-laser pump energy was 350 mJ, hence the overall optical conversion efficiency was 26 %

for normal-mode operation and 11% for Q-switched operation.

The actively-controlled Q-switching (ACQS) effort was carried out using a flashlamp-

pumped, Nd:YAG test bed. This was to allow maximum flexibility in the ACQS effort and to

allow the diode-laser-pumped work to go on in parallel with and independent of the ACQS work.

The intent was to integrate the ACQS hardware into the diode-laser-pumped oscillator at the end

of the ACQS effort. We were not able to carry out this integration step within the time frame of

the Phase II program. This is the next logical step in the development effort, which could be

carried out in a Phase Ill effort at SEO or by NASA researchers.
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TheACQSexperimentssucceededin demonstratingpulse-stretchingin aQ-switched
Nd:YAG oscillator. We obtainedgreaterthan50-mJpulseenergiesin pulseswith 100-to
200-nspulsewidths(FWHM). This is suitablefor usein aNd:YAG amplifier chainfor thegen-
erationof Joule-leveloutputenergiesthataresubsequentlyconvertedto thegreenregionvia
SHG.

10 Summary and Conclusions

To summarize, the program succeeded in demonstrating, in laboratory laser experiments,

the technical goals of the program: 1) an all-solid-state, broadly tunable, single-frequency,

Ti:A1203 master oscillator, and 2) a technique for obtaining "long" (nominally 100- to 200-ns

FWHM) laser pulses from a Q-switched, Nd oscillator at energy levels commensurate with

straightforward amplification to the Joule level.

In keeping with one of the overall SBIR program objectives, SEO intends to continue the

development of these lasers beyond the now completed Phase II contract, and to ultimately pro-

duce commercial lasers either as scientific laser products or as components of more sophisticated

laser systems such as differential absorption lidar (DIAL) systems.
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12 List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

ACQS

AFG

AOA

Ar

AR

CPM

CW

DIAL

FFT

FWHM

GaA1As

GGG

HR

KTP

LaRC

LBO

NASA

NCPM

Nd:YAG

Nd:YLF

OPC

PR

RIN

rms

RTV

SBIR

SDL

SEO

SHG

SROL

Ti:AI203

actively controlled Q-switch

arbitrary function generator

Adaptive Optics Associates

argon

anti-reflection

critical phase-matching

continuous wave

differential absorption lidar

fast Fourier transform

full width half maximum

gallium aluminum arsenide

gadolinium gallium garnet

high reflector

potassium titanyl phosphate

Langley Research Center (NASA)

lithium triborate

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

non-critical phase-matching

neodymium-doped, yttrium aluminum garnet

neodymium-doped, yttrium lithium fluoride

Opto-Power Corporation

partial reflector

relative intensity noise

root mean square

room temperature vulcanization

Small Business Innovation Research

Spectra Diode Laboratories

Schwartz Electro-Optics

second harmonic generation

stable relaxation-oscillation laser

titanium-doped sapphire
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13 Appendix A: 10-W Diode Laser Pump Profiles

Pump intensity profiles for the focused, lO-W, diode-laser are presented on the following

pages. See Section 8.2.2 and the individual figure captions for a description of the experimental

conditions.
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14 Appendix B: CW Laser Development -- Recent Results

Further experiments were recently carried out with the diode-pumped, intracavity-doubled,

cw, Nd:YLF laser described in Section 8 of this report. These additional experiments, which

were performed under separate funding, are presented in this Appendix. Recent advances in

SHG output power obtained from the laser are described in Section 14.1. High-frequency noise

measurements are presented and discussed in Section 14.2.

14.1 Increased SI-IG Output Power

Previously we reported SHG output of 900 mW in a single beam from the cw, green laser.

This was obtained with the configuration shown in Figure 8-22, using a dual-band HR to

combine the bidirectional green into a single output. We made several modifications and

improvements to the resonator configuration, as described below, and obtained 1.25 W of total

SHG output in two beams.

We modified the resonator design so that only one cylindrical HR was required, instead of

two, to compensate for the asymmetric thermal lensing. This required a slight modification of

the mode size in the crystal and a small change in the cylindrical radius of the HR. This modifi-

cation simplified the resonator optics, and also allowed us to outcouple the SHG through a flat

optic instead of a cylinder.

We obtained higher-quality substrates and coatings for the cylindrical HR and the flat HR.

The previous coatings were more lossy than expected at 1047 nm, which degraded the perform-

ance of the laser. The new coatings showed better performance as 1047-nm high reflectors.

We mounted the LBO crystal in a heated ceramic cell designed at SEO. We also built a

plexiglass cover for the laser, to protect the LBO crystal from air currents. The improvements in

power stability resulting from these changes have already been discussed in Section 8.4.3.

We replaced the 5-era-focal-length lens and flat HR at the end of the resonator with a

single 5-cm-concave HR. This preserved the same resonator mode, while eliminating two intra-

cavity surfaces. No adverse alignment sensitivity effects were observed in the new configura-

tion. A dual-band HR was not readily available in the 5-cm-concave radius, so the mirror we

used was only a 1047-nm HR. For this reason we obtained two green output beams.

The new laser configuration is shown in Figure B-1. (This is the configuration in which

the laser was delivered to NASA LaRC.) With this laser we obtained a total of 1.25 W of output

at 523.5 nm, with 10 W of pump power delivered to the Nd:YLF crystal. The output was in two

beams, with approximately 575 mW in one beam and 675 mW in the other. Our previous expe-

rience indicates that the same output power could be obtained in a single beam by replacing the

5-cm-cc, 1047-nm HR with a 5-cm-cc, dual-band HR. However, the laser displays more

high-frequency intensity noise in the single-output configuration, as discussed in the next sec-

tion.
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523-nm Output

__._ Cylindrical HR @ 1047<_ Nd:YLF

. \ _-" Pump
HR @ 1047, "_ _ Lens \ _-_ -" Beam
HT @ 523 _ _ _ \

I (/_ \ Flat HR @ 1047,
I _ HT @ 523

SHG Crystal

523-nm Output

Figure B-1. Modified cw green laser configuration.

14.2 High-Frequency Noise Measurements

Chaotic high-frequency intensity noise is typical of diode-pumped, cw, intracavity-doubled

Nd lasers, as described by B aer and others [ 13,14]. The noise arises from coupling of longitudi-

nal modes through the nonlinear second harmonic generation effect in the intracavity SHG crys-

tal. A variety of different approaches have been investigated to overcome this so-called "green

problem," such as single-frequency operation [ 13], intracavity polarization rotation schemes

[15], and birefringent filter techniques [16]. Our baseline design was for a single-frequency ring

laser, since single-frequency operation appears to be a straightforward solution to the noise prob-

lem. However, the ring laser performance was not satisfactory in other respects (see

Section 8.3.3). We accordingly proceeded with a standing-wave design, anticipating the need to

measure, characterize, and minimize any observed high-frequency noise.

We measured and characterized the high-frequency intensity noise in the fundamental and

SHG output beams under various operating conditions. This high-frequency noise is indepen-

dent of the long-term power stability of the laser. Throughout these measurements the laser dis-

played excellent long-term stability at SHG output power levels up to 1.25 W. However, chaotic

high-frequency intensity noise was present, its magnitude depending on the particular laser

configuration.

Two types of noise measurements were performed. A Stanford Research Systems SR770

FFT Network Analyzer was used to obtain noise spectra in the 0 - 100 kHz frequency band.

Data were stored on the network analyzer and later transferred to a computer for analysis. The
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resultswereplottedasrelativeintensitynoisenormalizedto unit Hz (RIN/Hz) vs.frequency.
TheRIN plotsappearattheendof this section. In addition,peak-to-peaknoisemeasurements
weretakenovervariousfrequencyrangesfrom 0 - 1MHz usinganoscilloscope.

Thenoisemeasurementsweretakenundervariousoperatingconditions,summarizedas
follows. NoiseattheSHGwavelength was characterized in the configuration shown in

Figure B-1. Noise at the fundamental wavelength was characterized by replacing the 5-cm-cc,

1047-nm HR with a 5-cm-cc, 1047-nm output coupler (1.85% T), which produced approximately

1.2 W of 1047-nm output. In each of these configurations, the effects of temperature-tuning the

SHG crystal on and off phase-match were observed. The effects of angle-tuning the SHG crystal

on and off normal incidence were investigated as well. In the case of angle-tuning off normal

incidence, the SHG crystal had to be temperature-tuned from about 172°C to about 175°C in

order to maintain phase-matching. Finally, the noise obtained with a single-output green beam

(using a dual-band HR) was compared to the noise obtained with a dual-output green beam (us-

ing a 1047-nm HR).

The results of the noise measurements are summarized in Table B- 1. Root mean square

(rms) noise values are listed for various frequency ranges and operating conditions. The "OSC"

column lists rms noise values obtained from peak-to-peak noise readings on the oscilloscope.

The "FFT" column lists rms noise values obtained from the FTT network analyzer by integrating

the RIN data over frequency and taking the square root. These two methods are not in perfect

agreement due to several factors: the subjective choice of a representative frequency in a given

range on the oscilloscope; different f'fltering in the oscilloscope and the FFT digitizer; and aver-

aging of FFT spectra over 20 sweeps.

The data clearly indicate that in some configurations the laser suffers from severe intensity

noise, with rms noise values up to 30% or higher in the 0 - 1 MHz frequency band. The severe

chaotic noise occurs only in the presence of nonlinear outcoupling. When nonlinear outcoupling

is not present (no SHG), the noise in the fundamental beam is reduced to 2-3% rms. The magni-

tude of the chaotic noise when nonlinear outcoupling is present depends on the laser configura-

tion. The highest noise values occur in the 1-beam SHG output configuration, in which one of

the green output beams is redirected back through the SHG crystal. Greater noise also occurs

when the SHG crystal faces are at normal incidence; the noise is reduced when the crystal is

angle-tuned a few degrees off normal incidence. These observations indicate that the magnitude

of the chaotic noise increases drastically when there is optical feedback to the SHG crystal, either

from the redirected green beam or from the SHG crystal faces. Therefore it is necessary to mini-

mize the optical feedback in the resonator.

The minimum SHG noise occurs in the 2-beam output configuration with the SHG crystal

angle-tuned a few degrees off normal incidence. This configuration essentially minimizes opti-

cal feedback to the SHG crystal. In this configuration, rms noise values of 2-3% in the

0 - 1 MHz frequency range were measured at SHG output levels over 1 W. This is the

configuration in which the laser was delivered to NASA LaRC.
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Table B-1. RMS Noise Values

Wavelength:

SHG Output:

Temp-tuning:

Angle-tuning:

Frequency

Range:

523 nm

1-beam

on p-m
off nrml

523 nm

2-beam

on p-m
off nrml

1047 nm

off p-m

off nrml

1047 nm

on p-m
nrml

OSC FFT OSC FFT OSC FFT OSC FF'F

0 - 100 Hz 1.2% 0.4% 0.1% 0.7%

0- 1 kHz 6% 0.6% 0.13% 2.0%

0 - 10 kHz 18% 8% 1.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.1% 7.9% 2.9%

0 - 100 kHz 32% 23% 2.4% 1.0% 2.0% 1.4% 30% 18.5%

0 - 1 MHz 38% 3% 2.6% 43%

In summary, we were able to demonstrate a configuration of the laser in which the SHG

noise level was 2-3% rms in the 0 - 1 MHz frequency band. (For comparison, a typical Ar-ion

laser noise specification is 0.5% rms over the 10 Hz - 2 MHz frequency band.) This is still sig-

nificant noise, and for applications that require high stability the laser might not be suitable.

However, for this application, pumping the Ti:A1203 master oscillator in a lidar system, the noise

is probably within acceptable limits. Small fluctuations in master oscillator output are not likely

to affect the injection-seeding process.

While the minimum noise level that we demonstrated is probably adequate for this applica-

tion, lower noise would certainly be preferred. One advantage of a low-noise master oscillator

would be to provide a low-noise probe for monitoring the length of the slave-oscillator resonator.

This would be desirable for "locking" the injection seeder to a single longitudinal mode of the

slave oscillator. We are therefore considering further noise-minimization techniques. The

single-frequency-operation technique has already been discussed. In addition, a recent report

[ 17] suggests that low-noise operation of an intracavity-doubled, Nd laser may be achieved while

running many longitudinal modes. In that report the spot size ratio between the gain medium

and the SHG crystal is described as an important parameter. Another approach would be to fur-

ther characterize and reduce the "fundamental" laser noise due to factors other than nonlinear
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outcouplingandfeedback.For example,thereis anoisesignaturearound90kHz thatmaybe
relatedto thediodeswitchingpowersupply. In anycase,noiseminimizationwill beoneimpor-
tamtaskto bepursuedin futurecw greenlaserdevelopment.

TheRIN noiseplotsobtainedwith theFFT networkanalyzerappearin FiguresB-2 and
B-3. FigureB-2 showsthenoisein the 1047-nmoutputbeamwith theSHGcrystaltemperature-
tunedon/off phase-match(nonlinearoutcouplingpresent/notpresent).It alsoshowsthefurther
noisereductionobtainedby angle-tuningtheSHGcrystaloff normal incidence.FigureB-3
showsthenoisein the523-nmoutputbeamundervariousconditions,1-beamvs.2-beamand
normal-incidencevs.off-normal-incidence.As describedabove,thelowestnoiseoccursin the
2-beamoutputconfigurationwith theSHGcrystalangle-tunedoff normalincidence. Note that

relative intensity noise is defined as

RIN=<AP >2/<p >2

where <P> is the average laser intensity, and <AP> is the rms intensity fluctuation spectral den-

sity. <Air> is normalized to unit Hz lt2, and R.IN to unit Hz, to allow equivalent noise compari-

sons over different bandwidths. In order to convert from RIN data to rms noise values, it is

necessary to integrate over frequency and take the square root.
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